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EXPOSITION IH PLAYWRITING 
:1l St, sor : f Past and Present l;tethods 
Introduction 
Since Aristotle, vrhom Ben Jonson called uthe first 
accurate critic and truest judge 11 , :promulgated his famous 
statement that a Beginning, a Middle, and ~m End are the 
necessary parts of the Whole that makes the :perfect tragedy, 
dramatists have accepted his definition as one of the basic 
principles of pla~vri~ing. 
Opinions have differed as "to which of these three 
is most important: the Beginning, in which the dramatist must 
secure the attention of the audience; the JHddle, vlith crisis 
following crisis and cleverly sustaining in~erest; or the 
artistic End, vri th the logical conclusion toward which the 
author has been working from the outset. 
It is the -purpose of this pa:per to deal only vri th "the 
Beginning of drama, wha"t is now technically kno\'m as Exposition, 
or the setting forth by the dramatist, to the audience, of the 
facts necessary to a complete unders·t~anding of the play. 
In connec~ion with the study of Ex-posi~ion, the 
follovring topics are to be treated: 
I. A Brief Summary of ~he History of Exposition 
II. What the Dramatist Should Accomplish in Ex-position 
III. A Study of Methods of Exposition as Found in 
Representative Longer Dramas of Past and Present 
IV. A Similar study of Methods of Ex-po si ~ion as Used in 
the One-Act Play 
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V. Conclusions Based u~on this Study of Exposition. 
I. A Brief Summary of the His"t;ory of Exposition 
In a study of the history of ex~osition, emphasis 
must be placed on the fact that a dramatist wro~e for an 
audience of his ovm time, and that these e,udiences naturally. 
presented ereat differences in education, appreciation, and 
racial characteristics. 
The problem of presenting e~osi tory facts i'ms no-c 
·particularly difficul -c for the great Greek dramatists, who 
competed in the religious festivals of Dionysus, since -chey 
were dealing vvi th stories well known to their audiences: 
powerful tales of the dovmfall of heroic, tragic kings and 
princes. The legends oi' Electra. and Orestes, the S"t;ories of 
the Trojan War, and the myths of Jason were familiar material 
that needed little explanation. 
The Greek dramatists used the Chorus to handle 
Exposition. Freq_uently, a long Proloeue gave a revie·w of -che 
entecedent events. 
In subject matter and style, the great classical 
tragedies were prepared for an audience of intelligent, 
cultured Greeks, who were ready to sympathize with the downfall 
of famous men like Agamemnon, but who were not particularly in 
accord with the demands of a no-corious v10man like Medea, unless, 
perhaps, they felt sorry for the husband who had -co suffer 
because of her outrageous demands. 
The Latin author Pla:u tus, ·on the other hand, was 
writing for a composite audience of natives ~d strange::v·s. 
~ 
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He could not count on their having a previous knowledge of his 
story; therefore he made use of every device at his disposal 
for imparting information: asides, soliloquies, and long 
addresses to the audience. Later critics have condemned these 
artificial means, which detracted from the interest in the 
action, bu~ he had his pa~ticular problems to solve in amusing 
The rise of Christianity, the disappearance of the 
. drama, and its gradual resumption as a form of religious 
instruction bring us many hundreds of years later to the period 
of Elizabethan drama, and to the greatest fib~ITe in dramatic 
hi story; Shakespeare. 
Shakespeare, the actor-director-:playwrieht, wrote to 
please an energetic, restless English audience, many of whom 
coUld not read or write, and vlho would accept his geoera:phical 
or historical statemen"ts without comment. They v1anted action; 
they reveled in witches and ghosts; they liked all the noise 
and excitement nossible; but they liked sweet sentiment in 
lavish doses, too. Their interest had to be captured at the 
start by hints of ghosts walking on the battlements, or of 
trouble brewing between the rival houses of Capuleljs and 
Hontagues. 
By Shakespeare's time, the soliloquy had superseded 
the Chorus of ancient days as a device for setting forth 
information. Shske spe are even begins one of his plays vii th a 
long expository soliloquy, but in the case of ~ha~ play, 
Richard. III, ~he English audience recognized at once _the lame 
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Plantagenet who spoke of nthi s sun of York.'' 
ShaJces:peare made use, too, of the device of an 
imnortan1i character's talking intimately with a confidant. In 
- The Merchant Q f Venice, Bassanio d.i scusses 'Ni th Antonio his 
affairs of the heart, while Portia and. Nerissa set for1ih the 
respective merits of ~he suitors. 
During the revival of the drama in Spain, Lope de Vega 
and Calder6n vrrote msny stirring romences and melodramas for 
audiences that came for entertainment, and were not concerned 
about classical unities. They both made frequen1i use of "the 
'confidant device for handling exposition. In Lope d.e Vega's 
!he star Qi' Seyill e, nearly every important charac1ier has a 
servant to whom he can divulge his troubles and doubts. ~he 
King's attendant in that play is frankly called "confidant of 
the King." 
In France, the classical tra.gedi es of Corneille and. 
Racine did. not enjoy the popularity of Moliere's comedies, in 
which he ridiculed the foibles end pre"tenses of his own day,but 
in a fashion that still appeals. With J\~oliere, Exposi 1iion 
became more of "the art which conceals artn, and 1ihe beginning 
of Tartuffe has been justly praised as a clever example of 
exposition incorporated almost immediately in the action of the 
play. In Tartuffe, too, the dramatist uses the innovation of 
not producing his leading character until rather late in the 
· play. 
With the restoration of Charles II in England, drama 
to ole the form of the heroic play, in imitation of the French 
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classicists, and of comedies of intrigue, presented for the 
sophisticates of gay London society. 
From the artificial drama of the Seventeen"th Cen"tury, 
e we come to the brillian"t and popular Eigh"teen"th Century 
comedies of manners, with Goldsmith and Sheridan as "the leading, 
exponents. Both wrote for London audiences that deeply 
appreciated the merry adventures of sentimental heroines, 
careless heroes, and scandalous gossips. Exposition vms still 
handled in ra"ther obvious fashion, usually by "the confidant 
method: Lady Sneerwell with her Snake, or Lydia Languish with 
her maid. 
In Italy, the Eighteenth Century dramatist of note 
v;as Cs,rlo Goldoni, author of sprightly comedies, with the 
Exposition presented, without action, in the form of a long 
conversation between two characters. 
The German Golden Age of Drama came in the Eighteenth 
Century, also, with Lessing, Goethe, and Schiller trying to 
combine the Greek unities vdth the ideas and tendencies of their 
own time. These dramatists still used the longer four and five-
act form, in which exposition could be handled in a more 
lei surely way, or in which more time could be given to 
establishing the set~ing, as in the case of Schiller 1 s 
WiJ li am Tell. 
The brief revival of Romanticism in Drama, beginning 
with Hugo 1 s Hernani in 18 30 , gave the thea"tre colorful plays, 
with heroes who· struggled arden"tly for fame and love, often 
unsuccessfully. 
·. 
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Soliloquies and asides v1ere, stili -used liberally to 
set for~h exposi~ion; Don Carlos in Hernani has what must be one 
of the lengthiest soliloquies in li~erature, while he awaits the 
~ arrival of the conspirators. 
So-called "Modern Drama", beginning with Henrik Ibsen, 
brings us every variety: the realism of Hauptmann's The Weavers.; 
the expressionism of Kaiser's From Morn to Midnight; the 
pessimism of Chekhov's Uncle Vanya; the symbolism of Maeterlinck'l:) 
Pell$as and Melisande; the romance of Rostand' s Cyrano de Bergerac; 
' the dramatic works of Pinero and. Wild.e; and. vhe bevrild.ering 
. array of :plays dealing vri th all phases of pre sen"t-d.ay life from 
the :pens of contemporary dramatists. 
Vii th the gradual change from the five-act "tO the 
three-act play, to sui~ the convenience of the ordinary theatre-
goer, have come consequent changes in methods of exposition. 
The soliloquy and vhe aside of earlier days have gone their 
unnatural way, except in some of 0 'Neill's experiments. 
Occasionally we find. a short and. quite natural soliloquy, or, 
, somei'lhat aJ:::in, the use of an important letter, to be read to the 
· audience by the wri ~er or the recipient of i ~. 
The s"til ted revelations made by tvro servants about 
.·their master's affairs have disappeared., ~oo, vri th the soliloquy. 
• The hean-~o-heart talk vli th a confidant; is still used,however. 
Sometimes a stranger, or a native returned after many years, has 
been brought on at the start, to whom the story of ~receding 
happenings must be related. to give the audience a large initial 
dose of exposition. 
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Wi-ch the advent of mechanical devices,-the -celenhone· 
has taken a leading part in dispensing exposition. As used in 
Rice's Counsellor-at-Law, for instance, the telenhone operator 
e furnisheS en element Of humor, as ViTell as the necessary 
atmos:phere of a busy law office, end, in addition, arouses 
curiosity as to succeeding events. 
A device -chat has been used effectively is -che 
short Prologue to show necessary antecedent action. ~hus, in 
Rachel Crothers' comedy, As fiysbands Go, the firs"t scene is 
really in "the nature of a :prologue, showing the em using 
situation in Vfhi ch the two American women became involved in 
Paris, jus"t before their return to their respective husband and 
grown-up daughter at home. 
Gradually dramatis~s are coming ~o realize ~ha"t 
-che best exposition is -chat which is no-c obvious; "thaL 
necessary bits of information csn be "trickled in skilfully; and 
that exposition can be made an in"tegral :par-e of the d:camatic 
action. Of course, there is still the diff'icul"ty of latecomers 
to the theatre to be considered, v'Ti-th "the consequent problem of 
not having anything of vital im:portance ha:p:pen in the firs-c 
few moments. This has been taJcen care of, in some cases, by 
the clever use of pantomime preceding dialogue • 
. ·· 
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II. What the Drarne.tist Should Accomolish Jn Eznosi.tion 
A. Definitions of Exposition 
The follovr.ing references on e:x::posi tion are taken 
from standard authorities on the 'technique of :playwriting. 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
(3) 
" ..• When "the a"ttention of -che audience is 
required for an exposi-cion of any leng-ch, some a"ttem:p"t 
ough"t to be made to avraken in advance their general 
interest in the theme and charac-cers. I-c is dangerous 
to :plunge straight in·to narrative, or unemo"tional 
discussion, wi·l.hou"t having firs"t made the audience 
actively desire the information to be conveyed to them. 
Especially is i "t essen"tial that the audience should 'lmow 
clearly who are the subjects of "the discussion or (1) 
narrative - that they should no"t be mere names to them." 
" ..• Create interes"t as nromptly as possible. 
To that end neither striking dialogue nor stirring 
situation is of prime consequence. Clearness is. When 
an audience does not unders-cand who the peo:Ple are v.ri th 
whom "the :play opens and their rela-cions to one ano-cher, 
no amount of striking dialogue will create las"ting interest' . 
• . • But when dramatist deals with characters wholly 
fictitious, he must carefully inform his audience at the 
out set who his :people are, v1hat are their relations to 
one another, where the play is laid, and when ••• Identify 
your characters as :promptly as :possible." ( 2) 
"Organically, the Beginning is .tha"t portion 
of "the plot-facts which make :plain to the audience enough 
of the character-traits and circumstances involved to 
enable them to understand the whole plot-action." ( 3) 
J?l ey-Making, ARCHER,. Small ,Maynard and Co., 1912. Page 126. 
.D,ramatic Technique, GEORGE PIERCE BAKEH, Houghton Uifflin 
Co., 1919. Chapter VI, p, 1.5.5. 
The Techniq:ue of the One-Act Pl~ly, B.ROIJUTD LEWIS, John W. 
Luce and Co.,Bost·on, 1918. Pa.ges 126-127. 
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"The :first desire of the audience present 
at the performance of a play is to understand ·what i li 
is all about, and their second demand is that the action 
shall develop before their eyes so that it can be 
followed without effort ..• A full appreciation of lihe 
relations of the several characters to each other is a 
condition p1·ecedent to the playgoer's interest in the 
action, as it is unfolded before him ..• In the 
vocabulary of stage-craft, this conveying to the audience 
of the knovtledge necessary to enable them to follovl the 
plot is lmovrn as exr:>o sition. 11 ( 1) 
B. Problems of Exuosition 
Whether a dramatist is an Aeschylus :presenting his 
AP,amewnon to a Greek audience, or a Kaufmann hopefully 
launching his Let 'Em Eat Ca.ke on Broadway, his problems are 
in many ways the same. 
First of all, he must bc: very clear in identifying 
his characters at once. Even though he has written detailed 
stage directions as to his hero's height, ruddy complexion, 
uniform, and melancholy manner, he must take care to have some · 
one say, "Here comes Captain Paul Jones. .. How are you today, 
Captain Jones?" And Captain Jones, in reply, must answer, 11As 
well as can be expected, Arthur Jameson. 11 I:f these spoken 
labels are not carefully affixed to the persons of the drama, 
the audience will resent the vagueness, and will lose some of 
the action in its efforts to puzzle out who's who. 
The dramatist must also make evident where his 
play is taking place, and also at '\'That time, if those two facts 
are essential to an understanding of the plot. In some cases, 
(1) A Study of the Drama, BRAUDER MATTHEWS, Houghton JEifflin 
Co. , 1 910 • Page 1 80. 
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the se~ting takes care of the place: the moun~ain scenery in 
Schiller's William 1'...§ll; the at~racti ve modern living-room in 
Ervine's The First l';lrs.Fraser; the interior of a bank in 
Kaiser's From l.'Iorn to Midnight. But, if the se~~ing has an 
important bearing on the plot, as the old Mannon homes~ead has 
in 0 'Neill's .Mm.l_rning Becomes Electra, then the opening dialogue 
must give the informa~ion needed. In ~he same way, if time is 
a vital element in the opening scene, that must be brought out, 
as in Hugo's Hernani, when the audience must be told that 
Hernani has an evening rendez .. vous with young Do:fia Sol de Silva. 
Having been satisfied as to name, ~lace, and time, the 
audience wishes to Jmow the relations of the characters. ~his 
information can often be conveyed simultaneously with the 
names, by such a simple means as Sidney Howard uses in 'Xhe 
Silver Cord, 11 It's ::Mo~her, Dave"; or, as Lope de Vega, in 
The Star of Seville, "My welcome in Seville has greatly 
pleased me, and I perceive I am indeed the sovereign monarch in 
Castile." 
At the same time that the people are being in~roduced, 
the clever dramatist tries also to charac~erize them, being 
careful, too, to have them speak in character. Thus, in 
Galsworthy's Jus~ice, Cokeson, in the first sneech of the 
play, makes it clear that he is a methodical, ~ainstaking clerk, 
intent on business-like accuracy. In Maugham's The Circle, ~he 
opening scene shows that Arnold is a fussy sort of man, given 
to meticulous detail. 
10 
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In addition to set~ing forth the characters, the 
dramatist must make manifest the atmosphere of the whole .IJlay . 
. To be sure, some authors like to deceive the audience in this 
·respect, as Ibsen does, but a more artistic effect is obtained 
when th~ atmosphere is consistent throughout the play. In 
Abraham's Bosom, by Green, the tragedy begins wi-r;h three negro 
, laborers, furtively discussing such gloomy subjects as lynching, 
in a forest clearing. l.Ta:xwell Anderson's Mr~I"''' of Scotland 
:begins gloomily, with the forbidding Knox, in his long black 
. robes, waiting to denounce the Papist Queen a-r; the dingy wharf 
. vrhere she landed secretly at night. Another Lantrnage begins 
. with a domestic atmosphere made unpleasan't by a domineering 
' mother-in-law, \'Tho is to try to wreck one son's marriage. 
An original and very sensible device occasionally 
employed is an opening pantomime, vrhi ch helps to mitigate the 
trouble of late comers, who may vmtch the action on the s~age, 
even while they climb over their neighbors' knees, bang down 
their seats, and rustle their programs. Barrie uses this 
idea very successfully in The Twelve-Pound Look. 
Finally, the highest art of e:xnosition calls for 
involving the characters at once in a situation that h~ppens 
in a plausible way, and 'that arouses immediate at~ention, 
pointing to more intense dramatic action. Thus in Ervine's 
- , 'fhe First 1:rs. Fr~, the arrival of James Fraser at the home 
of his first wife to get her advice on 'the question of letting 
his second vrife have a divorce is one that provokes instant 
curiosity. 
11 
In the follorring detailed study of the methods of 
exposition used in representative dramas of pas~ and present, 
consi dera"tion vrill be given to the poinlis tha-r. have jus-r. been 
mentioned: 
1. The identification of characters by name. 
2. The mention of place and time, where this information 
is necessary. 
3. The making clear of the relations of the characters. 
4. The use of dialogue that is in character and that hel-ps 
to personalize the speaker. 
~. Establishing the appropriate atmosphere. 
6. Beginning with pantomimic action. 
7. Creating quickly, and in a natural me.nner, an 
interesting and dramatic situation tha"t 
points ahead to fur-ther action. 
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III~ AStua.y Of ltethods of Ex:vosi iion as Found in " 
Representative L.Qpger Dramas of Past snd Present. 
A. Greek Classical Drama 
From the great period of Greek Classical Drama, 
in the fifth century B.C., three tragedies have been selected 
for study. Under the three great dramatists, Aeschylus, 
Sophocles, and Euripides, tragedy reached a high stage of 
development. 
No comedy of Aristophanes is included in this 
study, because his particular style of satire was directed to 
local audiences, end is rather confusing to the modern reader. 
1. Agamemnon, by Aeschylus 
This play is the first of a trilogy, based on 
the same material that 0 'Neill was to use la-cer. 
Since the play follovrs the unities of time and 
place, the whole ac-cion occurring in one day, and before the 
• Palace of Atreus, a great deal of exnosi tion is necessary, even : 
though the story was knovm to the audience. Thi ~ e:xposi 'tion is 
. furnished by the Watchman, in his long opening speech, as he 
vrai ts for the beacon-light that ·will announce the fall of 'l'roy; 
and by the long speeches of -che Chorus, setting forth the s'tory 
of 1ihe King who was commanded to kill his ovm daughter as a 
sacrifice, before he set out vri th the Greeks to conq_uer Troy. 
Clytemnestra, appearing to 1ialk vrith -che Chorus, is apparently 
the devoted vrife waiting with a gracious welcome for her lord. 
The entrance of .Agamemnon is fur-ther prepared by the arrival of 
his Herald with nevrs of his coming. 
13 
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By the time 6:£' Agamemnon' s· im:pressi ve en-cranes vn 1ih 
his captive Cassandra, we have been told vtho he is, where he 
has been, end why a curse hangs over his house. We have not 
learned, however, beyond a few dark hints from the Chorus, of 
the treachery of his wife in his absence, nor of her plans to 
kill him. But, since these facts were knovm to the audience, it 
was apparent to the spectators that tragedy lurked in the 
atmosphere, and that a double murder v1ould soon follow the 
apparently cordial welcome of the King by his Queen. 
2. Qedi~us the King, by Sophocles 
This well-constructed play has been called one of 
the greatest tragedies, shovling wi"th sustained drama'tic 
intensity the dovmfall of a great man, who brought abou"t his 
0 vm doom by his relentless search for his father's murderer. 
Oedipus, the chief character, enters at once to 
address the Priest of Zeus. Both of them are carefully 
identified. In his first speech, Oedipus says, nr have come 
myself, vlhom. all name Oedipus the Great. 11 The Priest reueats 
the King's nome and adds his station, "Yea, Oedipus, thou ruler 
of my land." He also reveals his own identi-r;y, as 11Priest, I, 
of Zeus. 11 
The Priest also gives in a long speech the past 
story of Oedipus v;ho, by his famous .answer to the riddle, saved 
Thebes from the ravages of the Sphinx. He asks Oedipus to save 
the city again from the present pestilence that has visited i -c.· 
Oedipus announces that he has sent Creon to Delphi. Creon is 
also carefUlly identified. Before he arrives, Oedipus speaks 
14 
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of him- as ''Creon' my kinsman-." The-Prfe ~t--adds 'TTCreon -comes . 
advancing on his way. n 
By the use of coincidence, Creon comes on ~he scene 
~ just as he is needed (as Teiresias does la~er), to announce 
that the oracle bids them seek out and :punish the murderer of 
, the former King Laios. This :point brings us to "the ini ~ial 
impulse of the :play: "the search and tragic discovery follow, 
that Oedipus is the son vmo murdered his own father and married 
his mother Jocasta. Jocasta, ~he unhappy Queen, does not 
appear in the play until the story is well under way. 
The atmosphere of the play is ~ragic from the star~, 
'i'rhen the :priests gather as suppli an"t s at the altar of Zeus to 
pray for relief from the pestilence. 
5. ]!Tedea, by Euripides 
When the :play opens, the Nurse is alone before ]!:edea 1 s 
house in Corinth. Her long opening speech gives ~he en~ire 
:preliminary story of Jason's search for the Golden Fleece; his 
return to Thessaly with lledea, \'Tho killed her brother to 
expedite her elopement; Medea's part in the death of King 
Pelias; the intent of Jason to cas~ aside :Medea and her two 
sons in order to marry Glauke, daughter of King Creon of 
Corinth; and the fact that Medea is plotting vengeance. 
An attendant enters to add nevrs th8.t Medea is to be 
banished. The two servan-cs hold a long conversation, and we 
learn from that, "Few I ween shall s~ir her hate unscathed, or· 
lightly humble her." We learn, too, before Ue de a a:opee.rs, tha."t : 
she has a keen blade ready, perhaps "to slay the bridegroom ~nd 
1.5 
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the King, 11 and that, so greatly is her spirit moved, ~he mi~ht 
even hann her two sons. 
Vfuile this exposition is being presented, we hear 
Uedea' s voice wailing off-stage. ~hen v1e hear her praying to 
Themis, goddess of Jus~ice, tha~ she may see Jason, his bride, 
and the latter's family, "broken in misery." When Medea 
finally comes on the stage, the exposition has been comple"ted, 
and we are prepared. to hear her plead \'lith the vvomen of Corin'th 
to help her in her plans for vengeance. 
1he atm~here here,too,is essentially tragic 
throughout. 
:B. E.l..:L_z_e.p_e_tht:l.ll.J?.A.e.ma _ _j_n_Q_t_ J.n.cl:udi.ng .S.h_a,ke_s:p_e_a._r_~) 
For hundred of years the drama was practically non-
existent in literature. Gradually, as "the Church recognized 
its value, religious mysteries and miracle plays were used. 
These led to the popular fif"teen"th century morali"ty play. 
The next stage in drama development produced "the early Enrrlish 
comedies, like Udall's Gammer Gurton' s needle, and. the 
tragedies, like Norton and Sackville 1 s Gorboduc. 
The rauid growth of drama during the la"t"ter par"t 
of the fifteen"th cen~ury resulted in many con"tributions to 
dramaliic his~o.1.·y. The names of 1'homas Kyd end Robert Greene 
'ltrere :orominen"t as pre de ce ssors of Shakespeare. Chri s"tonher 
tt Marlowewas perhaps the most distinguished contemuorary of 
Shakespeare. Ben Jonson, following Shakesueare, wro"te 
classical tragedies, as well as satiric comedies. Beaumont and 
16 
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Fletcher' ±liomas-- :Dek:k-er;~-C:dioma_s_ Hey\'lC) od.;o~Johri -webster' arid --
Thomas Middleton are otner well-knovm names of 1ihis period. 
As re:presentati ve of Elizabet11an Drama, 01iher tnan 
that of Shakes:pt:lare, only two :plays are here consid.ered. 
1. The Tragical History of Dr.Faustus, by 
Christopher Marlow 
The play begins with an ex1)lanatory statement by a 
. Chorus, in imitation of the classical S1iyle. The Chorus tells 
of the birth of Faustus in Germany, of his education lee.ding 
to a Doc1ior's degree, e.nd of his "falling to a devilish e:rercisen 
in the study of magic. 
The first scene then shows Faustus in his study. He 
introduces himself .in the opening lines: "Se1itle thy studies, 
Faustus, and begin to sound the depth of that thou wil1i profess." 
There follows a most learned dissertation on the classics and 
theology, both of which fail to sa1ii sfy the g.reat scholar, who 
turns to magic as the only satisfactory study. A Good Angel 
and an Evil Angel appear to exhort him; the one, to read 1ihe 
Scriptures, and the other, to continue to go forward in his ar-c. 
By the third scene, vre find Faustus so advanced in 
his nefarious practices that he can conjure r:l:eT!his-co-ohilis to 
appear before him in the guise of a friar, and we learn th~t 
.. Faustus is willing to give his soul to attain the power he 
seeks. 
With that initial impulse, the play proceeds to its 
dramatic close, with Faustus forced to :pay his soul as he had 
agreed. 
--~ 
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2. A Woman Killed wi-ch KindneSS, by Thomas 
Heyvrood 
In a short prologue, the author announces -chat he is 
vrriting of 11 a barren subject, a bare scene.rr 'l'ha-c vms his brief 
apology for choosing to write a play of eV\.::I;Jday life, of an 
erring wife whose husband trea"ted her so considerately -cha:t !':he 
died of remorse. 
The firs"t act opens v;i th a large group on the 
, stage, including the three members of the e-cernal triangle o~ 
: 1603, l;J:aster John Frankford, 1.listress Frankford, and Mas-cer 
Wendell. The exposition-is handled smoothly. The first line, 
spoken by -che bride's bl'other, informs us that vhe party is 
celebrating a wedding. We identify the new husband, who speaks . 
as a level-headed, rather outspoken m1m; the bride, who seems 
to be ve-r.J modest and virtuous. From one of -che gues-cs, we 
learn at the start that the bride is of excellen"t birth and 
educa"tion, and an accomplished musician. 
SoliloQuy is used later in the play, althoueh no-c 
so much for the purpose of giving exnosi-cory facts, as for 
summing up present situations, as in Master Frankford's contented 
statement th~t he is happy in his birth, his revenues, his 
studies, and in "the chief of all the sweet felicities on 
earth ••• a fair, a chaste, and loving \vife. 11 
There is no indication in the exposition tha-c 
wendell is o"ther than the affable gentleman of "good desens" 
that Master FranJcford considers him. 
No hint of an atmosphere of tragedy is given 
···--~ 
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. until the third. scene of' the first B.ct~"-and.-·theri the i;ragic 
events are chiefly connec~ecl \rlth the comulicatecl subulot. 
L -
For the main theme, the author uses con~rast effectively: a 
· merry weclding scene at the begin-11ing; the wife r s unhR11"0Y 
d.eath at the end of the play. 
Shakespeare, using the five-act form of his d.ay, and. 
vri th few :problems in the matter of scenery or setting to be 
considered, could, in most cases, present his ac"tion as 
occurring entirely within -che play, and "thus avoid the 
necessity c;>f presen"ting expository facts. The fact tha~ he 
did not observe the classical uni"ties enabled him to handle his 
material in a more flexible manner, also. 
Since his method of beginning comedies and. tragedies 
was essentially different, four of each of these ulays are ( 1) 
considered, together VIi th one historical play. 
-------------
1. The Taming of the Shrew 
The play begins with an Induction, which has no 
· direct connection with the main action, except that Christopher 
Sly, a drunken tinker, is uersuaded that he is a Lord, whose 
(1) Although a study of The 'l'empest is not included here,· 
mention should be made of the fac~ that, although a comedy, 
it begins in the manner usually reserved by Shakespeare for 
tragedies; namely, an exci"ting o~ening scene to arrest the 
attention of the audience. In the second scene, ex11osition is 
presented _in the talk betwee11 Pros'l)ero and !H. r~?.nda. 
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~layers are to presen~ a comedy for his amusement. 
The play pro~er be5ins with a conversation that sePm!"' 
far-fetched to the modern reader, with Lucentio and his [!ervnn~ 
0 telling each other who they are and what they are doing there. 
none of this information is necessary, however, as expositiion. 
With the entrance of Katharina, her father, her sis~er, 
and several friends of the father, the action is ready to begin. 
Ba~tista, in his first speeph, tells that Ka~harina can be 
married at any time now, but her si s·lier Bianca can not wed unLil 
the elder girl is married. Katharina's first speech stamps her 
as a shrew·, i'Thile Hortensia r s fervent "From all such devils, 
good Lord deliver us!" indica,-;es the trouble Bantista ex-pects 
to have in acq_uiring a son-in-1m'!. 
Thus the play starts off, on a cor.tedy no"te, r>nd 
showing, in a very natural manner, the si "tuation from i'Ihich 1·he 
main ac'tion will develop q_uickly, followin5 the arrival of 
Petruchio in the second scene. 
2. Twelfth Nigh"t 
Some slieht exposition is req_uired in this play,but 
only to :present, in the second scene, a few necessary facts: 
·that Viola has been ship·wrecked on the coast of Illyria; that 
. she fears her twin bro,-;her has been drovmed; tha"t he intends 
to di se;ui se herself as a page to seek em:nloyment vri ~h the Du}::e, 
vrho, she has founcl, is still a bachelor, a1 though he is very 
·much in love with Olivia. This conyersa"tion between ViolE- end 
. the captain is handled very natur8.lly, e.ncl it is not mrrel;,r 
ex:Posi,-;ory, since the fact of the captain's service is usec1 
20 
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In the first short scene, the Duke is sho\·m in hi r, 
:present lovesick state, sighing for the fair Olivia, who has 
announced her cruel intention of s~aying in mourning for 
seven years. The use of soft strains of music throughout this 
scene establishes an atmosphere of romance, and is :perhaps 
indicative of the several cases of unreQuited love that are to 
be solved happily during the course of the comedy. 
3. The Merchant of Venice 
Antonio's o:pening speech, 11 In sooth, I }::now not 
vrhy I am so sad, 11 is nerha-ps a note of vrs.rning that he is to 
have occasion to feel sad during the play, even though it i~ 
called a comedy. We find him conversing with two friends, 1:.·hose 
remarks maJce it clear that Antonio is ~he weal thy },~erchant of 
Venice. He is clearly identified, bu~ we are not at first told 
the names of the other tvro, vrho are not important characters. 
Their conversation is not expository, bu~ rather presen~s, as is 
Shakespeare's practice, characters in a natural opening situation. 
The next three characters to enter are clearly 
identified; 11Here comes Bassanio, your most noble kinsman, 
Gratiano and Lorenzo.n Bassanio's conversation with Antonio 
is not in the nature of exposition, either, since he is talking 
over present affairs, his plans for vrooing the beautiful 
heiress at Belmont. 
The other important characters are sho1vn in the ~eme 
way: Portia, talkine with her confidan~ Nerissa about her many 
suitors, and Shylock, discussing -t;he Question of a loan Vlith 
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The only two exposi "to.1.·y bits of information tha"t 
deal vri th antecedent action are the references to "the will of 
Portia's father, and "the scornful ~reatment Antonio has given 
Shylock in connection with the la~ter' s business practices. 
4. As You Like I] 
Orlando, one oT "the chief characters, begins the 
play vdth his recital of grievances to his old servan"t, Adam. 
With the entrance of his bro"ther Oliver, a quarrel be"tween the 
two reveals "the opening situation. Uei'ther bro1iher is 
identified by name, but their relationshi-p is ind1ca1ied. 
With the entrance of Che.rles, --chc vrrestler, ~orne 
exposition is broueht ou~ in a natural conversation be-cwr:>en 
, Oliver and Charles: 11 "the old duke is banished by his younger 
bro'ther the new duJ::e 11 , and 11 the duke's daughter •• is a't cour1i, 
and no less beloved of her uncle lihan his own daugh'ter." 
With these few fac'ts made clear, and wi'th "the 
characterization of Oliver as a cruel, selfish elder brother, 
the action is ready to proceed quic1cly "to a crisis. 
5. Hamlet 
Hamle~ begins, as mos't of the Shakespearean 
tragedies, in an exciting manner, with an atmosnheric a-p"Oeal of 
mystery and impending trouble. The time, "Olace, and 
characters are quickly identi fi ea.. We learn that "' •ri s now 
• struck twelven; "'Tis bitter cold"; the sentry on dut~r, 
'>:'_ 
Francisco, is being relieved by Bernado, vdth Horatio and 
Marcellus following; and all are "liegemen to the Dane. n 1'he 
entrance of the ghos't of the King is the occasion for Hora"tio 
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to give some information abou~ young For~inbras and ~he enmi~y 
•· between Norvmy and Denmark, and ~o bring in some men~ion o±' 
11 our valiant Hamle~." 
This is one of the few of Shakespeare's :plays in 
which ex:posi ~ion has to take care of an·(ieced.ent ac-ci on. 'l'his 
is done by means of -che ghos-c's ins-cruc~ions to Hamlet; in Scene 
5, in which Hamle~ learns ~hat his fa~her was murdered by hi~ 
uncle, who ~hen married the Queen and became ruler of Denmerk. 
With -che ghos~'s reques~ ~hat Hamle~ nHevenge his foul and mos1i 
unnatural murd.er", the main ac~i on of the :play is ready ~o 
begin. 
From the stan, Hamle"t is carefully charac-cerized 
as a young man given to much in"tros:pec-cion. 
6. :rvracbe"tl:l 
This :play, like Hamle~, begins wi "th an opening 
scene -chat se'ts a tragic and, in -chis case, weird. a-cmosphere, 
vri th ''ri tches on a heath. In the second scene, we have some 
exposi-cion to tell us that Macbe-ch is very brave, end -ch~."t he 
and Banquo are captains of ~he King of Sec-eland.. In -che -chird 
scene, Macbe'th meets his tempta-cion in the form of -che witches' 
prophecy, and from the many aside remarks tha't he makes, we 
Jmow that the prophecy tha"t he will be King has already begun 
to affect him. 
7. Romeo and Julie-c 
This tragedy begins wi"th a Prologue which -cells ~he 
whole story briefly: "Two households ••• in fair Verona ••• from 
2.3 
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ancient grudge break to new mu~iny ••• A pair of s~ar-cross'd 
lovers take ~heir life ••• Do wi~h liheir dea'th bury ~heir paren'ts 1 
strife. 11 The firs~ scene then begins direc'tly wi"th "the "new 
mu'tiny 11 , as 'the stree't resounds wi lih "the cries, 11 Do,•m vri ~h 'the 
, CapuleliS! Dovm with ~he Montagues! 11 No o ~.;her preliminary 
information needs to be given. 
Following the s~ree~-brawl opening, Romeo is 
introduced as a youth, suffering ~he pangs of unrequi~cd lov0 
for one Rosaline. His friend Benvolio offers to cure his 
passion by showing him o~,;her beauties, beside whom he will 
think his "swan a crow. 11 The beau'tiful maiden who is "to v1in 
Romeo from his Rosaline is made known "to us as lihe daughlier of 
~he Ca:pule"ts, whom Pnris wishes 'to woo, although sne is noli yeli 
four,;een. 
8. King Lear 
·rhi s play begins perhaps more direc~ly "than any , 
o'ther of ~he "tragedies. No exnosi~Ion is necessary. In "the 
: first scene, King Lear announces that "VIe have divided in 
three our kingdom: and 't.is our fas't intent to shrke e.ll crr0s 
and business from our age." The three daughters are a"t once 
addressed as 11 Goneril, our eldesli-born"; 11 0Ur second daughlier, 
our dearesli Regan, wife ~~.o Cornwall 11 ; and 11 0Ur joy, allihough 
'the las-&, no1; leas~; ~o whose young love ~he vines of France 
and milk of .Burgundy s~rive "to be interess'd." 
Cordelia, in her firsli speech, an aside, indica'"tes 
hovr the tragedy is to be :precipi 'talied when she murrrmrs, 11 \'lha-t 
shall __ Gordelia. do? __ Love_, _an(ip_e silent.n 
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9. King Richard III 
In presen-cing his his-corical :olays based on 
English royal-cy, Shrucespeare could assume that his audience 
vrould know and recognize such colorful characters as bluff 
Prince Hal and the lame Duke of Gloster, wi"thout much exnnsi.ti"n. 
This play begins with a long soliloq_uy by -r;he D~J.,-':e 
of Gloster in which he takes -che audience into his confidence, 
vri th his statement, "I am determined -co prove a villain. 11 He 
makes his vr.i eked plans even more obvious vrhen he stops "the 
widowed Lady .Anne, Vfhile she is a mourner in a funeral 
procession, to -cell her that he in-cends to marry her. Lady 
Anne shovrs -chat she is a spirited crenture, vlho detests 
. Gloster, because she calls him "Foul devil ••• unfi "t fo1· any 
place but hell. 11 
With his villainous in"tentions thus made manifest, 
Gloster starts on his murderous v1ay to "the "throne, and "to 
become the husband of Lady Anne. 
As the classical drama was noli particularly 
popular in "the revival in England, so in Spain, roman"tic plays 
vrere preferred '"to those that followed the rigid rules of 'the 
• 
'unities. 
~ -' 
The two leading Snanish dramatists of "the fif-ceenth 
-- , 
century vrere Lope de Vega and Pedro Calder6n de la .Barca, both 
of whom wrote innumerable plays. 'the bes-c-k:novm work o!· each 
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has been selected for this study. 
1. The Star of S~vilJe, by Lo~e de Vega 
The play is typical of the author's stories of 
: romance and adventure, although he calls it a 'tragedy. 
At 'the beginning we find 'the King s.nnouncine that h~ 
will reign in Seville as \'Tell as in Cas-cile. :.t:he lords ·who 
welcome him are dismissed in order 'tha't the King may -r:;alk over 
1 ma'tters vri th his confidan't, whose name is no·li given until 'the 
:, end of the conversation, buv ·whose position is obvious. We 
soon learn that His M:ajes'ty has a nice taste in Spanish ladies, 
and has already no'ticed the fairest of all, Dofia S'tella, tne 
Star of Seville, Vlho is carefully guarded by her honorable 
.. brother, until the la'tter has selected a husband for her in 
: Seville. At the suggestion of his confidant, whose name turns 
• out to be Arias, the King plans to heap honors on -r:;he brother, 
:so that he might ms~e secret love to the sister. 
The brother, .Bustos Tabera, brought to -che King, 
· proves to be a sturdy, honest man, who can not evidently be 
bribed. During the interview, Bustos indulges in a very 
.. obvious aside, indicating 'that this sudden and uncalled-for 
; favor has aroused his suspicions. VIe are l~ft 'to fear 'tha't -r:;he · 
amorous monarch will find that his plans do no-c work ou-c so 
' smoothly as he had hoped, and that he will have reason 'tO be 
amazed at the pride and constancy of the people of Seville. 
2. Life is a Dream, by Calder6n 
This play is a philosophical drama, based on 'the 
:idea that life is an unreal experience, as well as unon 'the 
-'1 
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theme that a bru'te may awaken to a sense of pro"Oer behavior. 
At the opening of the play, the scene reveals a 
tower in an isolated section, with a moun-cain crag as bP.ckground~ 
Rosaura, disguised as a man, accompanied by her servant Clarin, 
in a long speech, reveals that she is a stranger who has los-e 
her way in this vlild section of Poland. Her language is 
exalted, and shows no particular characteris'tics of the speaker. 
Clarin' s simpler, plain-spoken words, addressed to 11 my lady", 
·show tha't he is the servant, with a happy-go-lucky, ra'ther 
philosophical disposi'tion. 
After the tvro discover a door and hear chains 
vri thin, Sigismund groans from his :prison. Clarin, vrhose name 
has been spoken by this time, is for runnine away, but the lady, 
'being of sterner stuff, stays to find out that a man is lyin~ 
. chained within 'the dungeon, and that he is dressed in thr r'1d.n~ 
:of vrild beasts. 
Emerging into the light, Sigismund, in a ve~J 
'long speech, bera'tes the dire fa"te which made his birth a curse 
to him, bu1i he does no1i tell anything definite about himself. 
we do not learn who he is un'til "the second scene, when King 
Basilius, also speaking in1ierminably, tells tha't Sigismund is 
his son, condemned to exile, because his horoscope and his 
mother's dreams foretold that he would be "the most cruel of all 
• 
princes" and "of all monarchs the most wicked." In the same 
~ ~· 
, speech, the monarch discloses his inventions of giving Sigismund 
one chance to prove what his characuer is like. From 'that 
'point, the play cen"ters about Sigismund's reform, with the ~tory 
. of Rosaura as part _of. the .. subplo"t._. __ _ 
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E. Revi_Y.t1l_o_f_])_J:~m..~_i_+LYx..~ncEt 
Corneille and Racine are ~he great names in the 
revival of classicism in France. Following the clas~ical rules 
closely, Corneille used ma~erial from ancient history for his 
tragedies, as did Racine. 
Moliere, the "third distinguished figure in 
' seven~eenth cenmry French drama, vrrote comedies tna~ were very 
i :popular, in VThich "the author ridiculed the foibles of his 
coun"trymen. 
One play of each author is included in this study. 
1. The Cid, by Pierre Corneille 
The scene opens wi ~h a conventional conversation 
between Chimene, the beentiful daughter of a S:oanish noblem~m, 
and her confidant, in the form of a governess. Chimene i~ one 
of the principal characters and throughout the play she 
indulges in long speeches on every occasion. At the beginning, 
the lady is excited at the prospect of marrying her Roderick; 
at the end she is still exci"ted a"t the prospec"t of marrying 
him, after almost losing him. 
Another noble lady in the play, the Infan"ta, also 
has a convenien~ governess, vlith whom she csn discuss her hear·t 
secrets. 
During the first conversation, we are not told 
Chimeners name, nor in the second talk is the Infanta 
identified beyond her companion t s statement, "Yours i ~ the 
blood of kings. rr But vfnen a pat;e enters to call her r'Your 
Highness,!! vre are satisfied tha"t we have placed her correc-cl~r. 
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With Roderickrs entrance, the action bcgins,~· .. 'h~m 
he is involved in a feud with Chimene's father. Act I closes 
with a very long and poetic soliloq_uy in which Hoderick laments 
. the apparently cruel fate that threatens to rob him of Chimene 
. i'lhom he dearly loves. 
The explanation of the title is not given un'til 
the very end of 'the play, vrhen ·the King 'tells 'tha't 'the I!Loors 
have given that name to Hoderick, whose warlike :prowess 'they 
· fear. 
2. Phaedra, by Jean Racine 
Since this play is modeled on the French Pseudo-
. Classicist school, the author has observed the unities of time, 
place, end action. Like the great Greek tragedies, too, the 
:leading characters are dead at the end of ~he action. 
The exposition is handled carefully, as the plot 
·is involved by a number of cross currents. Hip:polytus, one of 
the chief characters, is unburdening his mind a't the beginning 
·to his companion and tutor, whom he mentions definitely in the 
' first tvlo lines: "l.ly mind is settled, dear Theramenes. And I 
· cen stay no more in lovely Treozen." He goes on 'to say 'that 
he is in mortal anguish because his father, who has been gone 
six months, has not been heard from. His tutor, in reply, 
. maJces clear that Hi -ppolytus is a :prince, son of King Theseus. 
As the conversation con'tinues, we learn 'that Phaedra is 'the 
second wife of King Theseus, the.t she seems to have e. dread 
disease, and that she dislikes Uippolytus. Hip!)oly-tus confides 
to his tutor that he is in love VIi th Ari cia, sole survivor of 
-- ~ 
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1 the race of Pallas, whom the Kint; has ordered nolJ lJO marry, a.s 
. he does not wish her race perpetuated • 
After this preliminary exposilJion, Phaedra, 1Jhe chief 
: character, enliers to admit her love for Hippolytus, who feels 
:. only aversion for his stepmother. From 1Jha1i point, 1Jhe action 
; proceeds sv:iftly to the 1Jragic close. 
3. 'l'artuffe, or tl}e Imnostor, by liroliere 
This play, which has been called the first social 
· comedy, and the :pa,;tern on which modern social drama is ba~ed, 
• is one of Moliere's grea"test comedies of charac"ter. Goethe h~s 
said that the exnosition is one of the best of ili~ kind. fhe 
characters are types of the bourgeoisie of that :period, and the 
one who is pointed out for ridicule is the impostor Tartuffe, 
who conceals his mercenary and lustful plans under the guise 
of great piety and sincerity. ~he entrance of "this leading 
character is delayed un"til the "third act, but in "the f1rs1J 
scene we are told all that we need to know about him. 
The exposition, ·which has been so highly praised, 
is in the form of a humorous conversa'tion, in which Mme.Pernelle, 
abou1i to leave her son's house, characterizes in pungent stiyle 
each member of that household, at the same time revealing her 
0 vm prejudices. For inst;ance, the old lady tells Dorine, nyou 
are a great deal too saucy for a wai "tin~§.· maid. n To De.mi s, she 
says, "Four le1Jters spell your name, my chile, a 'fool'; I, 
your grandmother, tell you so.n After she has disposed of her 
grandchild, her daughter-in-law, and ~he la"tter's brother, she 
mentions Tartuffe. Then we learn that, while l.lme .Fe melle 
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thinks him "a very \'IOrthy man ••• who vri shes to lead you on "the 
road to Heaven", the o1ihers call him a stranger, a beggar, and 
a hypocrite, and deplore the influence he exerts over Orgon, 
tt the head of the house. 
Vfhen Orgon en·tiers, we are puzzled by the fact 1iha·ti 
he is not addressed by name, although his relationship to "the 
speaker is aJ. vrays indicated, as brother, bro1iher-in-lavr, father~ 
etc. 
In England, so-called Restoration Drama ~·:as 
largely influenced by French Pseudo-Classicism. One o~ "the 
best examples of the heroic play, or tragedy written in 
accordance Vlith 'Ghe unities, vms Dryden's All :t:Qr )Jove. This 
play, in blank verse, is the story of Shakespeare's Antony and 
Clen>atra rewri 1iten in the classical manner. 
One of the outstanding comedies of this period 
was Congreve' s Way of the Wo..tl.,d, "typical of the societiy play of 
intrigue tha1i appealed to the sophistica"ted court of Charles II. 
1. All for_ Love, or i'he World Vlell Lo s-c, by. 
John Dryden 
The Prologue, in which Dryden uses his familiBr 
rhymed couple-&, has no particular connection w·ith the 'Olay, 
• 
serving only as a general introduc1iion, as v1ell as a sarcastic 
~ -' 
greeting to "the critics vrho evidently flourished in 1678. 
Since the play is cast in the classical mold,the 
one scene is Alexandria, with "the :temple of Isis as "the 
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bacJ:ground. 
The action takes place in one day, and begins in the 
morning of .An'tony' s birthday, which is also 'the las"t clay of his 
life. 
Reminiscen't of the Greek tragedies, the opening scene• 
sho·ws priests gathered to pray that 'the evil omens of 'the 
preceding night may be averted. The tragic no'te is struck in 
the.priest's account of lihe voice he heard in his dream, cr:ring, 
11 EgY);lt is no more! 11 
With the entrance of the Queen's officer, the 
exposition makes clear that .Antony has admitted defeat ~as"t 
recovery and, in his despair, has retired "to 'the temple to 
brood over his losses. The Queen, in an attempt to improve 
• < 
concli tions, has sent word throughout her kingdom that Antony's 
birthday mus"t be celebrated happily. 
l'fuen the general Ventidius, a brave Roman warrior, 
invades .Antony's privacy to spur his flagging snirits, the 
main action of the play begins. 
2. The Way of the Worljj., by William Congreve 
This play, which is considered Congreve's rnasteruiece 
and one of the best examples of the English comedy of manners, 
has been praised for i'ts brilliant dialogue, and severely 
criticised for its lack of clear exposition. 
In the opening scene, laid in a chocolate house, 
Mirabell and Fainall, leaving liheir cards, plunge directly 
into ·what is meant to be exposition, but is instead of hodge-
podge of gossip, with too mony persons named to dis'tinguish 
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among them. J,:r. Fa:i.nall 1 s name we learn a~ once,- but- we are 
kept in doub"t as to M:i rabell' s name for some time. We are "Gold 
that l'Lirabell loves Millarnent, and that Fainall is married, 
but is apparently noli jealous of his wife, allihough she is of · 
a :party of what l:irabell calls coxcombs, v1ho may bring scandal 
to her. 
Lady Wishfort, we hear, is an older woman, Fainall's 
mother-in-law, vrho can indulge in invective, and v1ho ha.s been 
deceived by I.~irabell r s 11 sham addresses to her, to conceal hi~ 
love to her niece. 11 All this intrigue is exceedingly 
complicated, but gradually curiosity is aroused as to Lady 
Wishfort and her vocabulary. 1:he lady does not appear,however, 
until Act .3, when she endeavors to make u:p for losli liime by 
her remarks to her maid. 
G. _t:]._ghj;_EL..en t h C e:rl.J;JJ.ry Drama 
In England, lhe ar'Cificiali ty of seventeenth-century 
drama was gradually superseded b~r a more na"tural form, vrhich 
reached its highest point in the brilliant comedies of Oliver 
Goldsmith and Richard Sheridan. A play by each of these 
authors is included in this study. 
In Italy, a distinguished writer of comedy was Carlo 
Goldoni, whose La L0..9..@.d;iJ2.J"a has been given to American 
audiences recently by £va Le Gallienne. 
In Germany, the Storm and Stress M:ovement of the 
last half of lihis century brought important contributions to 
dramatic literature from the :pens of Lessing, Goethe, and 
I 
•• 
: Schiller. Since Goethe is more fe.mous as a poet than as a 
:dramatist, his Faust has not been considered here; but a stud;r 
has been m~de of one of Lessing's plays and one of the great 
historical dramas which Schiller w·rote about great leaders like 
Wallenstein. 
1. ~_Jltoops to Conquer, by Oliver Goldsmith 
Although Horace Walpole called this play 11 the 
lowest of all farces,n most critics have deemed it an excellent 
:type of the natural come~y of manners. 
The opening conversation is very natural, betvreen 
Mr. and l.Trs. Hardcastle. J.;Irs. Hardcastle addresses her husband 
by name at once, and in her first speech s~amps herself as one 
. vrho, living in the country, hankers for the npoli shingn of a 
trip to town. In the second speech, vre are told that the 
Hardcastles live in en n old rambling mansion, that looks for all 
• the world like sn inn, but that vre never see company. lT After llr~ 
Hardcastle's delightful remarks, 11 I love everything thrtt' s old, n 
including nan olcl wife, 11 v1e soon learn that the old v1ife is 
fifty-seven, that this is her second husband, that she has a son, 
• Tony Lumpkin, vri th a very good fortune, but that in 1:Ir. 
:Hardcastle's estimation Tony is a mischievous, stupid boy. 
Immediately following that exposition of :rony, the 
·lad demonstrates in person what he is like. On his i'tay to the 
~ .ale house, he disregards his mother's reQuest to stay at home, 
• and hauls the lady out after him, when she tries to detain him 
by force. This is certainly an a'Nkv:wrd and obvious removal of 
1.:rs .Hardcastle. 
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rr .Hardcastle, left alone momentarily, indulc3es in a 
short soliloquy, vvho se sole purno se seems to be 1:;0 give us e 
few facts about his pretty Kate, who, after living a year or 
two in to-vm, has become very fond of fashi enable clothes. 'l'hus 
introduced, Kate enters, to be informed by her papa that Mr. 
:Marl ow, the man he has chosen to be her husband, is on the way 
to see her. Al thoue;h this statement sounds dictatorial, l~r. 
Hardcastle's talk with Kate shows us that the tvro are on very 
good terms. In their good-natured raillery, the necessary 
facts are brought out about the prospective suitor, who is 
intelligent, generous, young, handsome, but very bashful. 
Mr.Hardcastle's exit at this point·is motivated by 
his desire to prepare the servants for 1/Iarlow' s reception, but 
this again seems an awkward exit, as I}:rs .Hardcastle should be 
attending to that duty, instead of being pulled about by her 
son. 
Kate, then, is left "sola" to give a good eighteenth 
century, "Lud, this news of papa's puts me all in a flutter." 
Her confidant, Miss Neville, arrives to interrupt the "sola" 
and add the news that she has an admirer who is an intimate 
friend of this bashful Harlow, who , it seems, is not so bashful 
"among creatures of another stamp." 
Still in Scene 1, we hear that 1.1rs .Hardcastle is 
trying to arrange a marriage betw·een her dear 'l'ony and her 
niece, Miss Neville, v1ho has a considerable fortune in jewels, 
but that Tony is not eager for matrimony. 
Thus, in one short scene, the exposition is ver~ 
--~ 
~--
!neatly given ~o us in a most efficien~ manner, and ~he 
i 
t com:pli cations are ready to begin, VIi th the audience's 'curiosity 
[aroused as to how Miss Hardcastle will overcome the timidity of 
:her sui tor who is so different vri th creatures of lov1er rank, and 
;how Miss neville will thwart her aunt's plans and sail safely 
' 
' 
i into matrimony with her j evrels and her true admirer, instead. of 
I 
vri th Tony. 
2. The School for Scandal, by Richard 
Brinsley Sheridan 
Scene 1 o:pens in La.dy Sneerwell's dressing-room at 
' Bath. Snak:e is d.rinking chocol a.te, while her lad.yship is at 
·her toilet. The first page and a half of dialogue is slow in 
:. getting to the point, but the ~wo characters are identified and 
'their favorite sport of scandal is emphasized. Then Sir Peter 
: Teazle is brought into ~he conversation, and. Snake, in a long 
!' 
i and. frankly expository speech, rehearses information that Lad.y 
sneerv1ell must kno"N perfectly well. Snake is an eighteenth-
cen~ury Greek Chorus. The lengteyharangue se~s forth the whole 
'history of the Surface brothers. 
The remainder of the scene in~roduces Joseph 
Surface in person, :L~aria, Hrs.Cand.our, Sir Benjamin Backbite, 
· and Crabtree, vri th liberal sprinklings of bits of gossip. The 
' wheat is concealed in ~he excess of chaff; the wheat in this 
· case being the facts that Lady Teazle and. Sir Peter are not in 
.'agreement, that Sir Oliver Surface, Joseph's wealthy uncle from 
the East Ind.ies, is coming home, and that Charles is in a bad 
way financially. Much of the conversation is no~ to the poin~, 
introducing a medley of names, although the dialogue is 
amusing in showing how malicious gossip can be and how easily 
it spreads. 
At the beginning of Scene 2, Sir Peter Teazle has a 
long soliloq_uy in which he revievrs his six months of tempestuous 
wedded. life with his young vrife. Lady 1'eazle does not appear 
until Act 2, but vre have been prepared 'to find her beautiful, 
temperamental, and extravagant. 
3. La LoQandiera, or 1'he Mistres_s of 'the Inn, 
by Carlo Goldoni 
The exposition is adroitly handled in a very 
natural opening conversation. The place is carefully indicated 
as an Inn in Florence. In the course of their argument over 
the res:pect due to their rank, the tYro men first on the staee 
gtve their names and. titles: the Marq_uis of Forlipopoli, r.nd 
the Count of Albafiori ta. The two a.re in love with Mirandolina, 
a charming young vroman, who hD.s been mistress of the Inn since 
her fat~er's death. Fabrizio, her servant, is also in love 
w·i th her. 
The complica'tion starts with the arrival of the 
Cavalier, who "regards woman as man 1 s most insu:pportable infirm~ 
i ty, 11 and ·who proceeds 'to order the pre'tty mi s-,:;ress abou-t in 
very brusq_ue fashion. naturally she resen'ts such treatmen't, 
and vows she 1 11 make this rude person fall in love with her, 
to teach him a lesson. 
The q_uick opening snd amusing dialogue provide 
the proper atmosphere for a sprightly comedy. 
3'1 
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4. Minna VQ1LJ3arnhG..lm, by Gotthold F. Lessing 
At the opening of the play, Just, the servant of 
liajor Von Tellheim, is disclosed talking to himself while 
asleep. By this ingenious means v:e learn that his poor mas-cer 
is not satisfied vrith his lodgings. Vfnen 'the Landlord enters, 
the tvm carry on an extensive conversation to info1·m us that 
the Landlord has given the Maj orT s rooms to a young, beautiful,' 
and amiable young lady; and to let us know, too, that -che 
J.Iaj or has not been able to pay his bills for some time. 'l'he 
E>...miable young lady, Uinna, does not appear u...'l1til the second 
act. The first act is devoted chiefly to setting forth -che 
character and circumstances of the Me.,jor as a gallant soul 
who, in spite of financial reverses, can still be charitable, 
and vrho inspires the devotion of his servant and the affection 
of his friends • 
.5. Jlil.lJ..J3J.11 Tw,. by Friedrich Schiller 
The first act reQuires typical Alpine scenery of 
lake and meadows and mountains. For atmospheric effect, the 
play beeins v:i th sin~ging by the fisher boy, the herdsman, and 
the hunter. To interrupt the pleasant scene, a storm is seen 
coming up, and Conrad Baurr,garten enters breathlessly, to nlee.d 
vii th the ferryman to help him escape from his pursuers. When 
the ferryman refuses to hel:p him, because of 'the rising storm, 
Tell suddenly appears, without any expository in-croduction, 
and leads Conrad to safety across the lruce. Thus, TellTs 
bravery is indicated by direct action, instead of by any 
previous description of his courageous acts. 
-~ 
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I The- identification of characters and of places is done vlith almost :painstaking "thoroughness. Tell is brough"t 
r before us as a very brave man, end we are told of "the "tyr~nt 
8 whom all fear. 
H. ~ntic Revival 
Vlith the :production of Victor Hugo's Hernani in 1830, 
,, there began a short-lived revi ve.l of romanticism in drama. 'l'he 
:plots chosen were melodramatic, the central figures were of 
types that could be used in scenes of great emotional intensity, 
and the whole effect was theatrical in the extreme. 
As typical of -chis kind of :play, a French, German, e.na 
English drama of this :period have been studied. 
1. ~' by Victor Hugo 
The :play has every ingredient of melodrama, put 
together in the :proper order. Dark and stormy nie:;ht; a duenna 
answering a knock at the door; the entrance of a stranger, none· 
other than a king incognito; he hides in a cupboard; enter "the 
expected lover, a dashing mountaineer; enter the lovely lady; 
the gentleman in the cupboard emerges to fight with the 
mountaineer; the quarrel suddenly stops because of ~he sudden 
return of the lovely lady 1 s aged relative and affianced 
husband. All that happens in rather startling succession at 
the beginning of Act 1. Exposition is interspersed with ac'tion; 
every one is properly named; Hernani s-cands out as "the heroic 
character, who has good cause to hate the king; the atmosnhe:re 
_________ .. is -:fraught VIi th danger_ an<l treachery; the lovely Dofia Sol de 
-~ 
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Silva has given her heart blfndiy· to the man wi-th whom she is 
to die a~ the end. The speeches are shor~ and to the ~oint Rt 
the start; later they grow longer. 
2. The Prince of Homburg, by Heinrich Von 
Kleist 
Although this :play was written before the 
:production of Hernani (1821), it is considered an excellent 
example of the romantic :play as produced in Germany in the 
early nineteenth century. 
The central character, a combina~ion of' covra.rd Bnd. 
brave man, goes through many fantastic and fearful experiences. 
At ~he beginning of the -play, he is shovm in e. 
sleep-walking scene in a garden. 'l'he first s-peech tells us 
that he is the Prince of Homburg, and that, after three clnys r 
intensive fiehting against the Swedes, he is resting for a 
few hours before continuing the campaign. In his sleep, the 
weary young prince reveals that he loves the Princess lTa-talie, · 
and when she comes to vratch him vri th her father, he snatches 
one of her gloves. The Prince is thus revealed at ~he start 
as a composite of warrior and lover. There is no hint in the 
garden scene of the troublous times ahead for him and of his 
narrow escape from dea-ch. 
3. Richelieu, by Sir Edward. Bulwer-Lytton 
This thoroughly theatric :play, which critics hFtve 
berated as being insincere and. shovzy, can still, in spite of 
its defects, hold the attention of audiences, when an a.ctor 
like 1'/al ter Hampden meJ::es the most of its emotional leading 
:part. 
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Richelieu does not anpear until ~he second scene, 
and the first is largely expository, v;ith frequent mention of 
the Cardinal as one ~o be feared by the conspira~ors. In 
e lengthy and poe~iC speeches, ~WO main faC~S are brough~ OU"t: 
~hat De 1.:auprat, loving Julie, ~hinks he is going to mee"t dea~h ' 
at the hands of the Cardinal; and that Baradas, confident tha"t 
he can overthrow the King, hopes to marry "the same Julie, who is· 
the Cardinal r s ward. 
The atmosphere is one of in"trigue. !he 
characterization is no"t clear-cut, except that De Maunra"t is 
. made the heroic type of handsome hero, who looJcs on his love as · 
a star in heaven, and v;ho is ready to meet dea"'Gh wi "thou.t a 
flicker of fear. 
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Henrik Ibsen is considered. the founder of modern 
drama. Daring to use the real problems of real people, he 
develo:9ed. dramatic technig_ue to a fine art, which his li -cerary 
successors freely imitated. From the realistic problem :play 
of the late nineteenth century, drama has taken many d.ivergen~ ' 
paths. An attempt has been made in ~his paper to present as 
many varieties as possible: from the naturalism of Strind.berg 
to the symbolism of Maeterlinck; from the preachings of BrieUY 
to the triflings of Schnitzler; from the sentimentalism of 
Sierra to the satiric levity of Shaw; from the romanticism of 
Rostand. to the mechanical innovations of the Capeks; and 
from the grim realism of Gorky to the fantasy of Barrie. 
a. Ghosts, o;y Henrik Ibsen 
This play, with its thesis of the tragic effects of 
heredity, differs from the majori'ty of Ibsen's plays in ~ha-c it 
is largely expository. 
The setting is gloomy at the start, since the stage 
directions call for a view of a fjord. landscape, half obsc11red 
by rain. ·The opening is slow: a long conversation between 
Engstrand., the carpenter, and his daughter Regina, who is in 
1:rs.Alvine;'s service. Apparently there is no na:tural affection. 
between the tvro, as the girl refuses ·to go with her father to 
help him start an inn, and even hin'ts boldly that she is not 
his orm daughter. Oswald., the central character of the story·, 
is brought in by the father's suggestion that his d.aushter 
.... 
·~ 
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shows too much interest in her young master, \'Tho is still 
asleep at mid-day, exhausted after his return from Paris. 
17i th the entrance of a third person, Mr.:rfianders, more 
interest is created in the mystery of Oswald's return home, in 
such a ·weary condition. The character of Regina is deftly 
sketched as a young v1oman incapable of sincere emo"tions and 
' alvrays actua"ted by selfish motives. 
Since the play is largel;r exnosi tory, we do not 
learn until late in the story that Regina is Oswnld' ~ hslf-
sister, and that OS\'lald, the unfortunate victim of his father' r1 
sins, is faced with insanity. 'fhe play ends at the tense 
moment vrhen the unhappy mo"ther is faced vri th the problem of 
watching her beloved son degenera"te into hopeless insanity, or 
of helping him find a way out in suicide. 
b. Hedda Gabler, by Henrik Ibsen 
In the same ways as Ghosts, this play begins ''~Hi th a 
long conversation betvreen a servant and a visitor on the 
subject of persons returned from a journey. Under "the 
circumstances, the talk is na"tural, since the visitor is Almt 
Julie conferring with her ovm ex-servant on the important 
question of the latter's new mistress, Hedda, just home from 
her wedding journey with George :resma.n. 
Before the en~rance of Hedda, she has been 
described very accura'te~y and vre are qui1ie :prepared to find her 
a selfish, dissatisfied woman, en'tirely unconcerned about the 
needs of any one but herself. At the same 'time, v;e are 
curious as to vrhat a woman of that type vlill do with her tvto 
' , 
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. rie\·1 -rela·ti ves: -a. well~meaning;- buT doddering aun-c.:.:i:ri-lavv;- and 
• a ped.o.ntic husband., who is a dull, fussy masculine counterpart 
;of his Aunt Julie. 
c. The Father, by August Strind.berg 
The first few lines of -r;he play are of no im-nort~?ncr-> 
• and. are of the kind. "that could be accom-panied by la-ce corner~ 
'trudging down the aisle. At first sight, -che entire onening 
' scene does not seem of particular imp-ortance. A youthful 
soldier is being in1..erviewed by "the Cap-cain and. "the Pas-r;or 
, relative to a mi sd.emeanor wi 'th "the girl. J:he Vfhole purpose of 
this scene is no·G "to characterize nor to s"tar't -che ac-r;ion, bu-r; 
.'to focus atten-r;i on on 'the poin-r; tha1i is 'to be 1ihe main 'tool for 
crime in -che s-cory: a man can not be sure that he is -r;he fa-r;her 
• of a child.. 
This premise having been made, 'the Gap-cain 
; discusses with his friend the -r;roubles he is having in bringi.ng· 
, u:o his only daughter and the disagreements -chat have ari~en 
betvreen his wife and him on 'tha't ques"tion. \'!hen -r;he ,·,rife come~· 
' in, we see at once the clash between "the two, but v.re do nnt 
·realize just hov1 serious the domestic situation is until we 
. hear the ·wife t s fiend.i sh suggestions to the Doc-cor. 
2. German 
a. ]!Iari a l.1agd.alena, by Fri ed.ri ch Hebbel 
Although Hebbel was a predecessor of Ibsen, his 
· work was considered a forerunner of modern German drama, in that 
it represented. a revolt from 'the rornan-r;icism of the early 
nineteenth century, and. deal't, in a na-r;uralistic manner, with 
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bourgeois characters. 
The opening scene betvreen Clara, 'the l:aria l~agd.alene. 
of the play, and her mo'ther, sets the no'te of ~essimism, ~ince 
e ' it consists chiefly of long snee ches by the rno-cher on the 
subject of death. One by one 'the o'ther members of the frmlly 
are brought in, and finally Clara's depraved lover, Leonflrd. 
• 
Each character is carefully analyzed for us, by his words, 
actions, and by the opinions of the o-chers. the charac'ters ar~ 
:, however, conven-cional -cypes: ,;he dissolu-ce broliher ·whom -che 
mo'ther loves best; the v,reak-vlilled heroine, 'torn by conflic·liing; 
emo'tions; and the despoliic faliher. 
b. Magda, by Hermann Sudermann 
In many ways, lihis play resembles 'the preceding one, 
since both are written in a na-curalistic manner and bo1Jh deal 
vri th a clespo'tic fa'ther and. en erring daughter. In MeP"cla, 
however, the characteriza'tion is much clearer, i'ti'th contra~t 
used effectively, and. the technique of building un the ~cene 
climaxes is much more artis'tic. 
This play is nolJed particularly for 'the fac-c -chn-c 
· the first act is entirely exposi to!'1J and. 'the entrance of lihe 
chief character is held runil 'the second act, v1hen i't is made 
as -,:;heatric as possible. Al "though 'the first act has to be 
expository, there is no lack of' action or inlieresli. In "the 
first few speeches, the "'tV/0 characters are a't once i den"ti fi eel 
as 11Miss liarie" and Theresa, the maid.. We learn 'tha-c fa"ther 
the member of the household. 'to be feared.. 1'he arrival of 
magnifi cen't flovrers from an unknovm donor e.dcls a no-ce of 
is' 
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mystery. The great J\lusic Festival is mentioned. casually. 
r.~arie is obviously a m·reet, timid. young person, in v.rho~e 
dainty ear father has dinned. ad.cg_uate warnings e.bout observing 
fll ,_ the proprieties, since Eagd.a ran away twelve years be:fore rnn 
• 
lef"t quite a blo,. on 1,;he family 'scu-ccheon. 
In ""Ghe light; of later d.evelopmen-cs, we see -chat 
every casual reference becomes a necessary link in se-c-cing 
forth all the details of Magda 1 s colorful :pas-c and presen11. 
c. The \leaven, by Gerhar1i Haup"tmann 
The play is.unique in that it has no beginning,mid.d.le, 
and. end, but is li-cerally a cross-section of life in "the 
r1eaving communities of Germany in -che 1 40's, rri"thou"t any of the 
ordinary equipment of drama in the form of plot and. central 
characters. Each act - there are five - in a different settini 
c,ttempts to show the struge;les of the vreavers from diffr:>rPn"t 
angles: from the points of viev1 of the C8.pi tali rts, of the 
radical v:eavers, end of the conservatives. 'l'he author is in 
complete sympathy VIi th the v10rkers, and offers revolu"ti on 8S 
their solution of the problem. 
The first acti shov,rs a large room on the ground floor 
of a manufacturer 1 s shop, with numerous weavers, bot;h men and 
women, bringing in their cloth to be weighed. for their pay. 
The working people presen'ti a general impression o±' pover"ty, 
timidity, suffering, and constsn"t brooding. Only one or "tWO 
stand. out from the crowd.: Becker, who stae;es a revolt for a 
hif,'her rate of pay; end old Baumert, with his TJi "tiful stor:r of 
his pet dog that was killed. to provide a bit of mea"t for hl s 
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starving fe.mi ly. Pfeifer, in charee of the ne,ying, re,re !'!"'nt ~ 
the richer class, and is :portrayed as U"t"terly ni"tiless,tnrni.ng 
a deaf ear "to all appeals for more :pay or for advances. 
The :play uses what might be called mass effec"t in 
exposition, presenting· the conflic"t of class agains"t class, no"t 
of individual against individual, with an undercurrent "that is 
felt rather "than heard. 
d. From J!fo rn "to l.Ti dnigh1i, by Georg Kaiser 
Al"though Kaiser has con-cributed many well-
constructed :plays to the German stage, he is :perhans besi knovm 
in America as the author of -chis expressionistic drama, 11 e. 
modern mystery in seven scenes." 
The characters are not named, other ~han an Lady, 
Son, etc., since they are only satellites revolving about ~he 
central character, the Bank Cashier. ~he seven scenes renresent 
episodes in his life on the one day when he deserted his 
customary routine. ~here is no plot in the ordinary sense, 
. but simply a building up of suspense, culminating in the man's 
suicide. 
The play needs no exposi"tion. ~very'thing happens 
before our eyes. The flrs't scene, opening Vli 1ih clever use oi' 
pantomime, shows the cashier a1i his ordinary routine, behind 
the coun"ter of a small bank. At firs"t he is only a cog in the 
machinery. Gradually he emerges as -che man •:·rho ha.s become 
enamored of -che lovely lady from Florence, who iP having 
trouble in her attempts to cash a letter of credit. !he !'!tn~e 
directions, meant to indicate his quick change from an nutomr'ton 
.... 
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to a lover pulsating with emotion, are rather ridiculous end. 
' far-fetched: "His spectacles glitter; his glance liravels slo"rly 
upward from her wris"t." He is "mesmerized," and ready to 
forsake his dry routine lio help lihis beauty in distress. 
e. Grand Hotel, by Vicki Baum 
Episodic, lioo, like Kaiser's mysliery play, is Gran~ 
Hotel, with its eighteen scen~s, which would be impossible of 
presenliation were it noli for the invention of lihe revolving 
stage. But it is more ambitious, in ·t;hat, in spilie of its 
kaleidoscopic nature, i~ weaves the stories of many lives into 
one pattern, and at the same time gives distinctive 
characterizations. 
In the opening scenes there is much acliion. The 
first one is very ingenious, showing a telephone operator ali 
the hotel switchboard, plugging in for her customers' calls. 
As she announc~s each connection, the scene shifts to the 
telephone booth, and all the necessary exposiliion is furnished 
by the leading characters, in ~urn, talking excitedly and 
confidentially in the privacy of lihe boolih. Accompanying all 
this talk is the ·babel of a Grand Holiel lobby, with an overtone 
of music from an orchestra. 
·when the scene shifts to the desk of lihe hotel 
clerk, the characters who have just told us their secrets 
appear in person, except the temperamental Russian da.ncer. 
-
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3. Central Europegn 
a. R. U. R., by Karel Capek (Czecho-Slovakian) 
This fan~astic melodrama in four ac~s, the s~ory of 
the world's repopulation with Rossum's Universal Robots, is a 
socialistic satire on the idea that release from toil would 
bring happiness to human beings. 
The first scene shows a simple interior of an office 
in the robot fac~ory. An exeou~ive is dic~ating to his 
stenographer. His letters are expository, as ~he letter to 
Hamburg, acknowledging receip~ of an order for fifteen 
thousand robots. With the men~ion of robo~s, our atten~ion is 
drawn to the odd-looking female at ~he ~ypewri~er, and we begin 
to suspect that she is a machine. The entrance of ~he pretty 
daughterof the president provides an excuse for fu1~her 
exposition, as she is on a tour of inspection; and ~he executive 
is only ~oo glad to turn from his robot clerk to explain the 
problems of mass production ~o a flesh and blood young woman. 
From that point, ~he story proceeds quickly to ~he uprising 
of the robots against their human masters. 
b. Liliom, by Ferenc Molnar (Hungarian) 
The play, a legend in seven scenes and a prologue, 
is a combination of fantasy and realism. 
The prologue is short and serves only to establish 
the hectic atmosphere in a park. !he first scene ~akes place 
in one section of ~he park. ~he action begins quickly. Marie 
and Julie have been riding on ~he merry-go-round, but have 
been asked to leave by the proprie~ress, Mrs.Muskat. She has 
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followed them to con~inue ~he quarrel, and we find ~ha~ she is 
probably jealous because ~he you~hful and pre~ty Julie has 
been flir~ing with Liliom, Mrs. ¥uska~'s assis~an~. Liliom, 
' however, ~nters to speak for himself and we understand why he 
is called Liliom, ~he Hungarian equivalent for "roughneck. 11 
From ~ha~ poin~ on, no exposi~ion is necessary. 
Liliom is discharged by his angry employer, even ~hough he is 
the "bes~ barker in lihe park." He o~·ders her liO ge~ ouli, les~ ' 
he give her "the pre~~ies~ slap in lihe jaw you ever had in 
your life.rr 
And Julie is lefi -r.o :race a life of misery wi ~h 
this bold, insulting, u~~erly unreliable man, wilih whom she 
was unlucky enough 110 have a flir~ation. 
c. Li~O'-Love, by Arthur Schnitzler (Austrian) 
Wri~ing with as delica~e a touch as he uses in his 
humorous account of lihe ~rifling and amorous Anatol, Schnitzler 
here ~urns ~o ~ragedy as lihe aftermath of an intrigue. 
i' 
The play opens with a good deal of inconsequential 
talk between two righ young men, Fri~z and Theodore, as ~hey 
return ~o Fri·Gz r s elegan·cly furnished apartmen~. By rath~r 
slow degrees, it is revealed ~ha~ Fritz is having an affair 
with a married woman, who fears her husband may have discovered 
her guilli. ~heodore, ~o comforli his friend, has invited ~wo 
shop-girls to supper. The girl who is ~o be ~he cen~er of lihe 
tragedy arrives late. When she gree~s Friliz, we see at once 
tha~ she is sincerely in love with him; but, having heard of 
his affair with lihe married woman, we know that the girl is 
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. only a passing :fancy to him. Thus, :from a trivial beginning, 
the pl~ proceeds, in rather ~enuous :fashion, ~o move into the 
' realms of ~ragedy. 
4. Belgian and French 
a. Pe11eas and Melisande, by Maurice 
Mae~erlinck (Belgian) 
1'he ~heme of ~his ~ragedy could oe expressed in 
.. melodrama~ic eternal-~riangle terms o:f lihe love of ~wo bro1ihers . 
:for one maiden; bu1i actually lihe story moves like 1ihe :flicker 
of shadows on a screen. 
:rhe scenes ~ake place in and aboU1i a gloomy c~s~le. 
We get impressions only. No exposi ~ion is necessary, since 1ihe · 
· action oegins in ~he second scene wi~h ~he :finding by Golaud of 
' a little dream-sort of girl beside a spring in a fores~. Who 
she is we never discover. :rhe opening scene, showing a group 
; of servants trying 1iO unlock the huge cas1ile ga~es, is symbolic 
, of the tragedy that is to -cake place later, with -che closing of 
the same ga~es. The atmosphere is ~hat of an unreal land, 
peopled by pale shadows of human beings, with one at leas~, 
Melisande, who is probably not human. 
b. Cyrano de Bergerac, by ~dmond Ros~and 
( Frencn) 
Wri~ten in a dashing, romantic manner, the play 
tt opens on a bustling scene, alitendant on lihe opening o:f a 
theatrical perrormance, with an audience of all sorts and 
conditions ga~hering. From the crowd, one or -cwo principals 
emerge: Christian, who has lat.ely arrived ~o join the Gascony 
~-~~~.l 
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Cadets~- and who ad.mi ts iiha1i he- is "of a simple wit" and dare not 
: speak to the lovely Roxane; and Ragueneau, the great pas1iry 
cook, who is in search of his friend, Cyrano de Bergerac. Wi1ih 
!the mention of Cyrano, exposition begins. Ragueneau furnishes 
·mos"t of "the informa"tion abou"t the "bizarre, excessive, whimsical 
·fellow" whose nose is out of all :proportion. When cur:bsi1iy 
:develops about this most unusual hero, the audience hears his 
,voice and discovers "tha"t he is actually in 1ihe audience, ready 
·.to carry out his threa"t of forbidding 1ihe :performance. After 
:we hear his voice, we suddenly see his arm waving above 1ihe 
• crowd, and finally Cyrano himself is visible, s"tanding upon a 
, chair, his nose terrifying, as he shouts, "Ah! I shall lose my 
:temper!" ~he delay in 1ihe hero's a:p:pearance is, in 1ihis case, 
very good "theatre." 
c. The Red Robe, by ~Ugene Brieux (French) 
Brieux, who is be1iter known for his more sensa1iional 
Damaged Goods, :presents in 1ih1s play a rather heavy-handed 
indictment of the effect of :poli1i1cal influence on advancemen1i 
in 1ihe French judicial system of his day. 
The play opens on a modest drawing-room in an old 
'house. The mistress, ~~e. Vagret, in evening dress, is 
. arranging cnairs, when her daughter enters 'ti1ih a newspaper. 
'The latter device takes care of the exposition. From the 
·headlines read by the two women, we ga1iher 1ihat M.Vagret, as_ 
'prosecuting attorney, is being criticised by "the press for nov 
. ; capturing a murderer. In her worried recep1iion of this news, 
:Mme.Vagret reveals that her husband's failure to capture and 
•- convict the murderer may be a serious handicap to her husband's 
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promotion to the posi~ion of Counselor, a posi~ion he has 
·.coveted and deserved, but to obtain which he will not stoop 1i0 
' using political influence. 
The play opens wi~h an atmosphere of worry and 
: disappointment, but 1ihe long exposi ~ion drags and the ac~ion is : 
slow in beginning. 
5. Italian 
a. Gioconda, by Gabriele D'Annunzio 
The play opens in a pleasant room, with a lovely 
·. I~alian background showing ~hrough the windows. In~o lihe fresh l 
spring atmosphere gradually creeps a note of sadness and 
· uncertain~y. lwo people, whom we identify as Silvia, and the 
Maestro, discuss Silvia's husband, 1ihe "temperamental sculptor, 
• Lucio, who is just recovering from attempted suicide. Since a 
' great deal of exposition os necessary, 1ihe firs~ act is a 
succession of conversa~ions between different sets of charac~er~ 
: who give us every phase of "Che opening si 1iUa~ion, 1ihe reunion 
of Lucio with his wife, after an- affair with 1ihe woman who had 
shared his artistic life, Gioconda. Silvia's extraordinarily 
.~ beauti:f'ul hands are mentioned, since "they are to be ~he center 
of the tragedy. Gioconda does not appear in 1ihe firs1i ~wo ac1is, 
but she is clearly set forth as an implacable woman who will 
· not give up the place she has had in Lucio's life. 
b. Naked, by Luigi Pirandello 
This is one of ~he more rec~n~ plays by the author 
who is best known for his 3ix Charac~ers in Search of an Au~hor. 
In a deceptive fashion, which is charac~eristic of some of his 
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other works, he ~ells ~he stor,y of a girl who ~ries to deceive 
others in~o believing in her virtue and innocence. 
The setting is ~he cheap room of a poor Roman 
novelist, with offstage street ·noises serving as a Lei~motif of 
~he sordid ~ragedy. The opening scene arouses interest at 
once. A pale girl, poorly dressed, is brough~ in by an older 
man, who tries to pu~ her a~ ease, al~hough he eviden~ly does 
not know her very well. An ira~e landlady enters ~o indulge in 
a qui~e realistic row with her lodger over his dirty birds and 
his lack of manners as well as of morals, interspersing her 
remarks with ~he ~ypical landlady refrain, ni:his is the house 
of a respectable lady. n With ~ha~ misleading preface, the 
exposi~ion begins, bu~ it is not really completed until ~he 
very end of ~he play, when the whole truth is revealed abou~ 
Ersilia, the unfortunate heroine. The method of impar~ing 
t exposition is annoying: a s·c~~ement is made about Ersilia' s 
past, but presently p.art of the stor,y is discoun~ed; and so on, 
until the very end. 
--------------
6. Spanish 
a. The j3onds of Interest, by Jacinto Benavente 
The Prologue is in the nature of a whimsical 
introduction, setting forth that nThis is a little play of 
puppets, impossible in theme, without any reality at all." 
The action ~akes place in an imaginary countr,y 
in the seventeenth century, and it is soon eviden~ ~hat the 
autho~ was telling the truth in his Prologue. 
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We are introduced to Leander and Crispin, who 
announces that he is one of the "free-born subjects of the 
·Kingdom of Roguery," while Leander confides to the audience thai:;. 
"All our wealth is on our backs." That exposition is sufficient 
'to tell us all we need to know about the adventurous nair, who 
presently begin their hilarious careers, masquerading as a 
distinguished visitor and his servant, and getting every 
attention by the simple expedient of putting up a bold front. 
b. The Crad1e Song, by G. Martinez Sierra 
This two-act play, written by the distinguished 
Spanish dramatist, who collaborates with this wife, using his 
•. own name as their pen-name, is considered their ·best work, 
, although the longer play, 1'he Kingdom of God, is noteworthy.· 
'Sierra's dramas, which have been called static, are expository 
:in presenting principles rather than individual characters. 
• In The cradle Song, the main theme centers about the mother 
instinct that is still strong, even though it has been thwarted 
• by a nun's cloistered life. The author strives to bring ou~ 
: the theme by means of atmosphere and feeling. 
Thus, in Act 1, we find atmosphere at once 
achieved by the detailed setting of a room in a Dominican 
. convent, a stately, quiet room, with arches looking on the 
garden. Ten nuns in their white habits are on the stage in 
effective groups. Some attempt is made at differentiating the 
characters of the nuns; the Prioress is a gentle leader; Sister· 
• :Marcella is still young and impulsive; the Vicaress is 
belligerent; Sister Inez is greedy. We know at once which is 
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the- Prforess,----as tlie~ntins adctre-ss-her-as -n-1~other:'1imt we are 
'· meant to think of the group as an entity, disturbed now and 
then by little ripples that upset the calm. Gradually we learn 
the names o:f some of the others. We watch indulgently "Ghe 
delight of the sisters at the gift of a canary. 1'he idea of 
mother love is not brought in until Sister Joanna of the Cross 
almost weeps at the recollection of her baby brother who "nE>arly 
broke his little baby heartn when she left home for the convent.' 
From that point on, she gradually holds the main interest as 
1 the one in whom mother love is strongest. 
There is little exposition in the ordinary sense. 
The :plot is too slight a narrative to require any. 
7. Russian 
a. Uncle V8llya, by Anton Chekhov 
The play is a quiet but pessimistic expression 
o:f the :futility of life as seen through Russian eyes. The ~lay 
• begins and ends in the same mood. 
The first act, with a setting on the "terrace of a 
country estate, presents one of the leading characters, Astroff, 
confiding his troubles to a sympathetic old nurse, who listens 
to his ravings about overwork. Voitski, nuncle Vanya,n enters, 
without any preliminary mention, to voice his complaints about 
the Professor and his wife, whose coming has upset the quiet 
regime led by him and his niece, Sonia. In ra1iher long and 
angry speeches, Voitski unburdens his soul to Astrof:f on the 
subject of the Professor, who has everything he wants, even a 
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beautiful young wif"e' while he, Voi tski, has nothing but \'fork 
in his life. We see, from Voitski's excitement, that he is 
disturbed in particular by the beauty of the Professor's wife, 
and we are prepared later to find him attempting to make love 
to her and trying to shoot the Professor, but failing in the~~ 
two objectives, as he has failed in every~hing else. 
b. 1he Lower Depths, by Maxim Gorki 
This play, sometimes called 3ubmerged, is an 
exaggerated example of naturalism, in ~hat it presents a 
section of" what the realists like to call the stream of life, 
but which in this case is the dregs of life. ~here is no 
central plot and there are no central characters, but a 
collection of battered wrecks, who have seen better days, bu~ 
now have settled to the bottom of existence, figuratively and 
literally, in a filthy cellar. 
The setting for Act 1 is a com~licated arrangement 
of-a basement partitioned off to indicate separate living 
quarters. The scene presents a hodge-podge of quarreling and 
noise. It is difficult to tell who is the thief, who, the 
gambler, etc. One, Anna, is dying in bed behind a c~ain, 
and begs the others to stop their fighting. Luka tries ~o 
spread the cheer of tolstoi's doctrines, bu~ even he realizes 
that his efforts are too late to have any effect on the motley 
crew • 
The atmosphere is one of confusion and intrigue 
and despair. 
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c. He Who- Ge-ts- Sla:o:ved, by Leonid Andreyev 
The one se~ting is a large, dir~y room off a 
circus hall. The atmosphere is indica~ed clearly at the ste.rt 
~1 as one o£ hectic excitement as lived by eccentric circus folk, 
but there is no indication of £u~ure ~ragedy. 
• 
At the beginning, there is an emp~y stage, bu~ 
sounds of rehearsal are heard o£fstage. Presently two clowns 
en~er ~o prac~ice a new march. lhey are in~errupted by the 
manager Briquet and Mancini. In the course of ~heir argumenii, 
we hear o£ Consuelo, the bareback rider and leading a~trac~ion 
of the circus. Mancini, as her guardian, ~ekes hal£ her 
, salary. 
The mysterious He does no~ en~er ~he scene un~il 
some time after the start. He is introduced as "e. gen"tlemen 
from beyond the grave." V/hen he succeeds in getting a job as 
a clown, he sugges~s his own name, He Who Ge~s Slapped. Although 
the author creates suspense as ~o the man's supposedly high 
station in life and disappoin~men~s, he does no~ at~empt ~o 
solve the mystery later in ~he play. This is a case of whaii 
migh~ be called un£ulfilled exposi"tion. 
--------------
8. English 
a. Mid-Channel, by Sir ~hur Wing Pinero 
Pinero believed in presenting expository facts 
to his audience as quickly and firmly as ~ossible: in the 
course of dramatic action, if possible; othe~Tise, in frankly 
obvious fashion. His Second Mrs.+angueray has been a favori~e 
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vri th those in"terested in the technical side of 'Playwriting, but 
since that play presents particular problems in the handling of 
' much preliminary information about a proposed second marriage, 
'0) another well-kno\m play of his has been selected for this study. 
Although this play is a tragedy, there is nothing 
in the opening atmosphere to indicate any trouble beyond e 
domestic quarrel. ~he scene is a richly furnished drawing-
room, with the high-society accessories of a fireplace, a butler, 
and a "fauteuil-stool. 11 The opening dialogue is entirely 
expository, vnth no dramatic action. A mother and daughter, 
ushered in by the butler to await his mistress's arrival, give 
all the necessary information needed by the audience. ~hey 
are calling on Mrs.Zoe Blundell, a charming and wealthy woman 
in her own right, who is married to a prosperous stock~broker. 
Zoe and her husband do no"t get along very well, but they have 
been married thirteen years, and presumably may have a 
quarrel now and then. 
With the entrance of their hostess, animated, bull 
nervous, a note of tragedy is sounded in her reference to 
suicide. Another note of unhappiness is brought in, more 
naturally, with her mention o~ delightful children she has 
seen in a play, and her implied wish that she had some of her 
own. 
The exposition concerning Leonard, the third 
~ member of the eternal triangle, is very well handled. He is 
the object of the call: Mrs.Pierpoint, Zoe's guest, has come to 
inquire about his character and prospects, since he seems to 
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h·ave ·intentions where her daughter is concenle.d. this provides 
a natural way for Zoe to discuss Leonard frankly. By "this "time 
the audience senses tha"t for some reason Zoe does not wa.n11 
6\; this marriage to take place. 
With Zoe's character and. presen11 unhappiness made 
clear, the main ac11ion of "the play begins. 
b. Lady Windermere's Fan, by Oscar Wilde 
Scene 1 shows the morning-room of Lord Windermere's 
house in London. Lady Windermere is on "the stage when the 
curtain goes up, and is engaged in the perennially feminine 
occupation of "arranging roses in a blue bowl." With the 
entrance of "the butler, we have an extraordinarily clear 
piece of exposi"tion in the matter o:f identifying characters. 
11Parker: - Is your ladyship at home 11nis a:f11ernoon? 
Lady w. - Yes. Who has called? 
Parker: - Lord Darling"ton, my lady. 
Lady W. {hesitates for a momon't) - ShoV~t him up. 
Parker: - Yes, my lady. (Exit, c •) 
Lady W. - I11's best :for me to see him before 11onigh11. 
(Enter Parker) 
Parker: - Lord Darling"ton ( ..l!lnter Lord D. Exit Parker) 
Lord D. - How do you do, Lady Windermere? 
Lady W. - How do you do, Lord Darling"ton?" 
Almost at once 11he :fan, which furnishes the 
title of the play, is brought to our attention, as 11he birthday 
present Lady Windermere has just received from her husband. 
Lord Darlington makes it obvious 11nat he would 
enjoy an affair with his hostess. He gives a hint of Lord 
Windermere's new woman :friend, but it is only a very general 
hint. !he loquacious Duchess of Berwick, however, coming :for 
tea with her daughter Aga"tha, infuses some exci"tement in11o the 
scene by le"tting us know 11ha11 Lord Darlington is wi eked, and, 
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, after his depariure, by telling Lady Windermere iihat Mrs~ 
Erlynne, "the lady with a dozen pasts", has ensnared Lord 
Windermere, not to mention the Duchess's own brother,Augustus. 
(6\1 With Lady Windermere's suspicions and jealousy thus 
, aroused, the action begins. 
c. What hyecy Woman Knows,, by Sir James Barrie 
The delightful stage direcr;ions give a complete 
descrip~ion of the Wylie library, and of Alick, ~he father, and 
his son, James, at their game. During the pantomime of ~he 
game, David en1.0ers, puts on his slippers, and crosses to the 
fire. The first spoken words are surprising: David suddenly 
bursts into a romantic verse, which is not at all in accord 
with his Scotch solidity. 
The three men are soon identified by the spoken 
word. They speak of Maggie, and we learn that, although 
undersized, she has a passion for romance, but so far has had 
,. no chance to indulge that passion, as the latest prospec~, the · 
minister, is to be married to some other girl, al~hough Maggie 
has worked him a pair of slippers, and the family has fed him 
many a·pound of steak. We know, before Maggie enters, that 
her men folk adore her and sympathize with her romen~ic 
aspirations, even though they admit she 's getting on in years, · 
although her curls make her look younger. 
On Maggie's entrance, John Shand is mentioned as a. 
~- poor student. Maggie reveals her calmness and honesty when 
she admits that she has none of the charm necessary to attrac~ 
men, end calls herself "a little brown hen." 
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With the mention of burglars, we rapidly are led on 
to the discovery that the burglar is none other ~han John Shand, 
who steals in~o their library to study their unused books. to 
David comes the practical idea of education as a bribe ·r.o 
secure this young man as a future husband for Maggie. 
This play is one of Barrie's realistic stories, 
without islands or supernatural happenings, and he handles his 
' exposition and characterization with a skill that is almosli 
baffling in its very simplicity. 
d. Dear BruMYs, by Sir James Barrie 
This play is an excellent example of the au~hor' s 
fanliastic treatment of a theme. Here, as in Mary Rose and~ 
Admirable Crichyon, he indulges in his favorite 1irick of 
transporting his charac~ers to an enliirely different setting, 
in this case for ~he purpose of showing what might have been. 
The opening is mysterious, wi~h ~he curtain 
parting on a darkened room, with a garden bathed in moonshine 
shown through French windows. the stage directions could 
hardly be followed, and are for the reader's pleasure only. 
For instance, the flowers in back are smiling, but nit is a 
smile with a menace in it for the dwellers in darkness. n 1:he 
door from the dining-room opens and voices are heard, saying 
among other things that this is a strange house. Some one 
finds a switch and turns on the lights, revealing a comfor,;able 
living-room. 
Five ladies en~er, evidently intent on attending 
to something important before the men come, particularly before 
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their host, Lob, comes. Wi lih his customary skill, Barrie, 
while carrying 'the action along swif'tly, also brings ou't one 
particular phase of each woman's charac~er, on which he is 'to 
concentra'te during 'the play. 
Vfuen the five ladies intimidate M:a"tey, "the butler, 
the latter, under compulsion, imparts some S"tartling informa-
tion: tha't they shouldn'"t have come; tha't Lob is so old he 
talks aoout Puck and Merry England; lihali he has asked 'them "tO 
visit him for Midsummer's Night, v1hen some~ning startling is 
due to happen; and that they had be"tter not go ou"t "tonigh~, 
especially not into the wood. 
Tha't expository scene, written in a manner 'to 
arouse instant curiosi'ty, and cleverly characterizing as it 
goes, giv~s us sufficient informa~ion, withou"t telling us "too 
much about the mysterious wood, nor what iliS par"ticular 
fascination might be. 
e. Miles]ones, by Arnold Benne'tt and Edward 
Knoblock 
Since this play 'takes its leading charac"ters from 
courtship through their golden wedding anniversary, "the 
setting and time of the first ac't are impor"tant. !h~ stage 
direc~ions call for a drawing-room of a London house. ~he 
time is 1860, and the author brings in frquent references "tO 
show that period, as mention by the ladies of 'the source of 
their patterns, discussion of the nev1est Sliyles, references 'to 
"the innovation of hot wa"ter in the ba'th, but par'ticularly by 
the arguments as to the merits of wooden and metal ships. 
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The characterization is particularly good. Mrs. 
Rhead, entertaining Rose Sibley until the gentlemen join ~hem 
after dinner, shows ~hat she is quite satisfied to have Rose's 
brother Samuel as a prospec~ive son-in-law. Her approval of 
Samuel indica~es that he mus~ be a conserva~ive like her. Rose, 
sweet and pleasant and mos~ agreeable ~o her hostess, is very 
obviously in love with the latter's son, John, who is not a·i; 
, all conservative. In the course of ~heir very natural 
conversa~ion, the two women make clear a number of expository 
fac~s, particularly concerning ~he shipbuilding company, in 
v;hich John Rhead, as a partner of Samuel Sibley and 1ihe elder 
Sibley, is a radical in his views abou1i me1ial ships. Even 
, the gentle Rose admi1is that the two men of her family are 
11 slow-coaches. 11 1'he appearance of Ger~rude to display her 
la~es~ daring purchase introduces us to ano~her positive Rhead. 
Before the men have en"tered, we know what they are like, their 
differences of opinion, their love interests, and are ready 
for the quarrel that will break Ger~rude's engagemen~. 
The clever handling of the exposition in ~his play 
is due to the fact that necessary informa~ion is trickled in 
throughout the first ac~, and it is combined skilfully vd~h 
characterization and action. All the more credit is due "the 
author, too, because in ~his play there are a number of 
importan~ characters • 
f. The Barre1ts of VUmvole Street, by 
Rudolf Besier 
The time of the play is indica~ed very definitely 
as early evening of May 19, 184;. The setting is his~orically 
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, accurate, since it follows the description Elizabeth Barre~t 
once v~ote of her sitting-room to a friend. 
The curtain going up, the heroine is shown on her 
couch. The few facts necessary for the exposition are adroitly 
taken care of by means of a conversation between the girl and 
her doctor. He finds her vitality rather low; in fact, she is 
unable to walk. He fears that her depressing home~life is bad 
for her, and wishes he could persuade her fa~her ~hat a trip ~o 
ItaJ.y would help her. She agrees that would be a heavenly 
change, although she enjoys her intellectual work and study. 
Two younger sisters, strolling in after a depressing family 
dinner, help further to prepare us for ~he la~er entrance of 
the sinister father, Edward Moulton-Barret~, who detests company 
and seems determined on never having a marriage in his family. 
, He has, however, permitted Robert Browning to all, expec~ing 
! that the visit will be purely platonic. As Arabel says to 
Elizabeth, "Even when you v1ere younger and stronger, I don't 
ever remember your having had little affairs with gen~lemen." 
Although the stern father is proud of his poetic 
daughter, he is just as severe with her as vdth her younger 
sisters, and has insisted that she take porter for her heel ~h, 
even though the drink nausea~es her. ~~en before his entrance, 
the father's character has been built up for us, piece by piece, 
and we can well understand when he does actually come in, why 
an awkward silence falls and why his first words are, "I am 
most displeased. 
Although Robert Browning is an important character 
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in the story, we do not meet him in the firs~ scene, but only 
"the Barretts of Wim:pole Stree~,n who are all, even ~he genius 
i member of the family, under the absolu1ie control of the 
domineering father. 
g. Design for Liying, by Noel Coward 
This latest work of the versatile author of such 
widely divergent ty:pes of dramatic entertainment as-Bitter;;; 
~weet and Cevalcaae is a rather frothy bi1i, wri~ten expressly 
to give him and his two friends, ·Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, 
a chance to appear together as the glib eternal triangle of 
the comedy. 
The first scene, laid in a shabby studio in 
Paris, begins with pantomime, as Gilda, :preparing breakfast, is 
interrupted by knocking at the door. She admits Ernest. Then 
begins a rather remarkable staccato dialogue be~ween two old 
friends, who know each other's weaknesses and are qui1ie frank 
in discussing them. In s:pite of the clipped effec1i of ~he 
lines, we learn a great deal aoout Gilda and her 1ihree friends, 
Ernest, Otto, and Leo. In particular, we learn from the lady's 
own lips that she has no morals to speak of, and no desire for 
matrimony. Just as we begin to ge1i a bi~ weary of smart 
repartee, we receive a shock, as Otto walks in. We had been 
led to suppose that he was in bed in the next room, suffering 
from neuralgia. How we have 1iO assume that the occupant of 1ihe 
next room is Leo, just returned, very prosperous, from the 
United Stat.es, With this frank exposition of the elastic s1iate 
of Gilda's affections, evenly distributed between Otto and Leo, 
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with a bit to spare for Ernest,c_the-eternal 'triangle is ready 
to start off on its merry-go-round exis'tence. 
h. Richard of Bordeaux, by Gordon Davio't 
This historical play, wri'tten by 'the young Scotch~ 
woman who uses an assumed name, is ·now being fea'tured in New 
·York, with Dennis King in 'the "tii'tle role. As a study in 
exposition, the firs't scene is very interesting. The author 
" has· chosen for her theme 'the vacillating charac~er of Ricnard, 
and in one short scene she presents him 'to us very clearly as a 
foppish, tempestuous, uxorious king, with possi.bilities of 
becoming very determined and harsh. 
The play opens outside the King's council chamber 
and sounds indica'ting a stormy meeting are heard. 1'wo attend-
ants, amusing themselves a't dice, discuss the vagaries of 'their 
royal master, but only very briefly, as he suddenly bursts ou"ti 
from between the curtains. In his elabora"tie costume, with its 
exaggerated dagged sleeves, reaching 'to the floor, we see his 
vanity; from his excited manner, we learn that he has given 
way to a flare of uncon'trollable temper; from his af~ec'tionate 
greeting to his dainty little wife, we see how much he cares 
for her; and by the determined spirit in which he returns 'to 
the council chamber, at his vdfe's behest, we have a glimnse 
of the merciless enemy he is to become in vhe future. 
i. The First Mrs.Fraser, by S"ti.John Ervine 
The exposition in this flawlessly cons"tiruc'ted 
modern comedy is well worth studying. 
The one set'ting of the play is the very attractive 
living-room that reflects the sprightly charm of i"tis owner, 
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Jarioet Fraser ,~-eli vorced vdfe o±' James. As ~'the play opens, 
Janet's younger son Ninian is disclosed, sprawled on a sofa, 
reading a detective story. There is no obvious preliminary 
exposition, but action begins a't once, as James Fraser is 
ushered in by the maid. The meeting is embarrassing, at least 
to the older man, who is paying his first informal visit to 
his old home since his divorce. Ninian inquires brusquely if 
the second Mrs.Fraser knows where he is, and proceeds to haul 
his father verbally over the coals, especially when he learns 
that the second Mrs.Fraser, young Elsie, wants a divorce. 
"Have you been messing about again?" inquires Ninian brutally. 
Ninian, we are told by his irate father, is a student at tha,; 
"damned kindergarten, 11 Oxford. 
James' character is made very plain to us, by his 
own \'Tords, and as seen through Ninian l s eyes. He is a 
stubborn, quick-~empered, exceedingly selfisn Scotchman, 
concerned at present only with his own predicament, and quite 
forgetful of the unhappiness he brought upon his wife and 
· children a few years before when, after twenty years of 
married life, he divorced Janet to marry the frivolous,fickle 
Elsie. That James is due for a few lessons in wholesome worry 
is made evinent, when Philip Logan enters to have tea with 
Janet, and James mut"ters "Blas,;!" as he realizes that Philip 
is a privileged friend and possible husband for the still 
attractive Janet. 
j. Jusyice, by John Galswo~hy 
The four-act tragedy has as its theme the 
severity of lihe :British penal system, and has as its cen,;ral 
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•• charac"ter William Falder, 1ihe junior clerk in a law o:rfice. 
At "the beginning of 1ihe play, we see an old-fashioned 
law office, irlth 1ihe clerk, Cokeson, audibly S1iruggling wi1ih his 
~ accoun"ts. The office boy announces some one whom he is careful· 
'.to designa"te as "a person," no"t a lady. the nerson, Ru1ih 
1 Hone~vill, obviously worried, inquires for Falder, assuring -che 
ou"traged Cokeson "that "i"t 1 s a ma"tter of life and dee.-ch." Wi-ch 
that brief introduction, we mee"t Falder, a pale young man, 
"with quick, ra"ther scared eyes" and irresolu-ce movemen"ts. 
We learn -chat he is planning -co run away 1iha1i nigh-c wi "th -che 
woman, who is married -co e. bru"te. Falder gives lihe women money 
to buy clo"thes for herself end her children, and we begin liO 
suspect tha"t the money has not been ob-cained honestly. 
The s"tory begins very quickly and 1ihe action moves 
forward with admirable economy of effort. :rhe "aus"tere ar-c" of 
writing true dramatic dialogue is ap-cly illus"tra1ied, particular-
lY in the first act when Falder is characterized def-cly, th~ 
extenuating circums1iances of his crime are set forth, and 1ihe 
forgery is discovered, following the balancing of -che accoun1is 
that Cokeson was working over a"t the beginning of -che play. 
k. The Circle, by W. Somerse"t Maugham 
That the author deserves his fame as a maslier 
technician is apparen1i in -che opening scene of -chis comedy of 
manners and morals of English high society. The scene is -cne 
s"ta"tely drawing-room of 1ihe Champion-Cheneys, wi"th French 
windows opening on beautiful gardens. Arnold, "the hus-oand 
enters. He is tall and well-dressed, wi1ih a look -cna-c is 
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"intellectual, but somewhat bloodless.n His chare.c-cer is 
revealed in part in his first speech. 
"Arnold (calling): Elizabe-ch! (He goes -co the 
window and calls again). Elizabeth! (He rings -che bell. 
While he is wai~ing, he gives a look round ~he room. He 
slightly al~ers the posi""Gion of one of ""Ghe chairs. He 
takes an ornament from 1ihe chimney-piece and blows th~ 
dust from i""G. A Foo1iman comes in). Oh,George! See if 
you can find Mrs.Cheney, and ask her if she'd be good 
enough to come here." 
"Footman: Very good, sir. ( :.t:he Foo""Gman turns ~o go.) 
Arnold: Who is supposed to look afteJ.· -chis room? 
Footman: I don'""G know, sir. 
Arnold: I wish when they dust they'd ~ake care 
to replace the things exacvly as they were before." 
With that brief scene, Arnold, we know, is mas-cer of 
a beautiful home. For a man, he is ~articularly fussy and 
meticulous about ~rifles. 
Presently a house guest en·r.ers. From her conversation 
with Arnold, we learn that his wife, Elizabeth, has been playing 
tennis with e.nol;her guest, teddie Luton, wnose gr~a""GeS1i asset 
seems to be ~hat "he is so breezy." We also learn ""Gha~ 1iWO 
other guests are arriving for luncheon and ""Gha""G 1ihe presence of 
these two, Lord Porteous and Lady Ki""G""GY will be embarrassing, 
~ especially since Arnold's father has arrived. Wi tn .!!:lizabe""Gh' s 
entrance, we find that she, too, is a breezy young person, 
whose husband treats her good-humoredly. 
This much of the first act in-croduces us to two of 
It the principal characters; we have noted their differences in 
teiiliBra.ment; t.he third one of the main characters, ~eddie, has 
been labeled before he appears; and the curiosivy of tne 
audience has ,been aroused as ""GO why Arnold is worried over 
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his coming guests. 
Within "&he ne:x:1i two pages, we are 1iOld that Lady 
Kitty is Arnold's mother, and that 1ihirty years ago she elo~ed 
,with Lord Porteous, whose wife has refused 1io give him a ~roe, 
• and then we understand why 1ihe meeting of Arnold's father, his 
,mother, and 1ihe married man with whom she eloped does present 
mos~ exciting complications. 
1. 'l'he Dover Road, by A. A. Milne 
The stage direc1iions call for an Arabian-Nigh"&-
: adventure sort of room with ~ur:ple hangings and alaba~1ier bowls 
· of frui 1i. 
After a brief conversation between the servants 
relative to having rooms ready for e:x:pec"ted guests, Leonard 
·enters to give the identical speech that is repeated at the end 
of the play by ano'ther man: "0 - er - is this - er - an ho'tel? 
. M:y chauffeur said - we've had an accident, been delayed on 'the 
! wa:y -. he said that we could pu't up here." 
Leonard is surprised to find 'that Dominic, 'the butler, 
e:x:pec'ts him and addresses him as "My lord." 
In Leonard's ne:x:t speech, or ra1iher in the hesi"ta1iion 
with which he delivers it, we get the firs't hint of the s1iory: 
nyou can put us up? Just for tonigh't. My - er - wife and 
myself - " 
Presently, with Anne's en1irance, we discover 'tha't 
4t . Leonard, though married to one Eus'tasia, is eloping wi'th Anne 'tO 
France, but their car has broken dovr.n on 1ihe Dover Head near 
Calais. 
Their mys'terious host, Mr.La'timer - 'the only 
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character not caJ.led by his first name in the play - does noii 
come in until later, to be formally announced by Dominic, and 
to entertain his overnight guests most regally at dinner. Very 
gradually the host's pet hobby is revealed: the more or less 
forcible detention of elopers on the Dover Road in an endeavor 
to make them see the folly of their action. 
Some of the exposition in this !'lay is saved for 
the second act, when we learn first-hand why Leone.rd was eesi J.y 
tempted to forsake his over-fond Eustasia. 
m. Saint Joan, by George Bernard Shaw 
~he long Preface accompanying the printed play is 
expository in that it explains Shaw's version of Joan of Arc as 
a conceited country maid, quite different from T;he "unimpeachable 
American school teacher in armorn of Mark 1'Wain. Af"ter more 
Shavian remarks about "'the experienced Knights of 'the blue 
pencil 11 who would disembowel his play, and 'the thea"tre 1ihat is 
"purgatorial in its Aris1iotelian moments," Shaw launches in1io 
his very extensive representa'tion of Joan's life, including 
the Epilogue, which shows "the canonized Joan as well as th~ 
incinerated one." 
The s'tage directions as 'to 'time, place, and 
character description are very explici't. the latter are 
particularly lively. The first impor'tan"t character on the 
stage, Captain Rober1i de Baudrico:urt, is "a mili'tary squire, 
handsome and physicaJ.ly energe1iic, bu1i wi1ih no will o~ his 
0 wn ••• disguising tha't defec~ in his usual fashion by storming 
terribly a"t his steward, a trodden worm, scanty of flesh, 
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scan'ty of hair, who migh't be any age from 18 "to 55, being 'the 
sort of man wnom age canno"t vri 'ther because he has never bloomed." 
The s'tage direc'tions are duplica~ed carefully in 
the dialogue, however, Robert is vigorously abusing his steward 
because he can furnish no eggs for the -r;able. In the course of. 
his 'tirade, he shouts, "Am I Robert, squire of Bauaricour-t P.nd 
cap'tain of this castle of Vaucouleurs; or am I a cow·boy?" 
As to the servan't's iden'tity, Robert 'tells him he 
is 11 'the worst ••• jabbering idiot or a s'teward in France." 
The Maid is brough't in1io 'the conversa1iion with 'the ' 
announcement by the steward tha't "'the girl from Lorraine" is 
at the door, so insistent on seeing Rober't 'tha't no one can 
rrigh'ten her away. ~hen her voice is heard ou1iside - a brign't, 
strong, rough voice. Before she enters, 'the steward has given 
other facts abou't her: ~hat she prays a good deal; 1ihat she 
wants to be a soldier and "wear soldier's clothes and carry a 
sword." 
Her confident interview wi 'th Robert 1 s follm"ed b:r 
"the gran'ting of her request to send her armed 'tO 'the Dau~hin. 
The other exposi-r;ory information abou"t Joan is 
given well along in the firs't scene, instead of giving 'too 
much ar, 'the star't. In his discussion of Joan with one of his 
men, who wishes 'to go wi1ih her, Robert explains 'that she is a 
bourgeoise, whose fa'ther is a farmer, ra'ther notable in his 
village. 
This same conversa'tion also serves 'to in'troduce 'the 
Dauphin, whom Joan wishes 'to seek. He is at presen1i "like a 
-rat in· a corner, except that he vmn't figh-t. We don't even 
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lalo\'{ that he- is the Dauphin: his mother says he isn'li; and she 
ought to know. n 
The atmosphere is deliberately kept from being 
tragic, but the comic mention of the eggs, especially at the 
end of the first scene, seems too far-fetched. 
9 • .Ameri ca.n 
a. Elizabeth the Queen, by Maxwell Anderson 
The opening scene is set for tragedy, a gray, grim, 
and more than a little forbidding "entrance hall before a 
council chamber in the :palace at Whitehall. The entrance liO 
the council room is closed and four guards wi~h halber~ stand ali 
the side." It is early morning, and though the guards "stand 
immobile, n they find :pleasure in doing their share of 
gossiping. Their talk runs mostly to the Queen and her moods, 
which seem to be governed by the Earl's presence or absence. 
From them we learn that, although the Queen is getting to be 
an old woman, she manages to keep looking young, with the hel~ 
of paint, powder, and the love of the Earl. 
That trouble is brewing, we learn after the ~arl 
of Essex's noisy arrival, when he confides in his companion, 
Sir Francis Bacon, "I must keep her favor. Only it makes me 
mad to see all this ••• This ut-ter mismanagement, wnen a man's 
hand and brain are needed and cannot be used." fo Which 
Bacon adds, "l'ake care ••• You are too popular already ••• You are 
loved beliter than the Queen. l'hat is your danger. She will not 
suffer a subject to eclipse her; she cannot suffer it: Make 
no mistake. She will not." 
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~he dialogue is masterly in revealing character: 
the shrewdness of Bacon, and the sincerity and impetuosity of 
; Essex, as in his speech, "If she were my mother 1 s kitchen hag, 
toothless and wooden-legged, she'd make all others colorless." 
Ey the time Elizabeth enters in the second scene, 
the exposition has thoroughly prepared us for the imnerious, 
outspoken woman who is ~om by the conflicting desires of love 
and power. 
b. 4omorrow and Tomorrow, by Philip Barry 
The one setting used in ~his play is important, in 
that it reflects the per·sonali ty of the heroine, Mrs • ..I!.'Ve Redman. 
The living-room of her comfortable home in a college town 
combines the quiet and reserve of old things with the charm and 
freshness of the new. The season is indicalied as summer. the i 
time of the opening of the first act is one o'clock in the 
morning, at which time Gail Redman returns from his class 
reunion at college. 
The opening dialogue is ingenious in its 
presentation of exposition. Vfuile Gail eats the lunch his 
wii'e had left on the table for him, he gives scraps of news abou·t; 
his trip, and Eve reports on what has happened in his absence. 
Gail is seen to be staid and conservative: Eve seems to be 
unhappy and nervous. She brings out her most important piece 
of news last, uncertain how her husband will like it. She has 
invited Dr.Nicholas Hay, a lecturer at the summer session at 
college, to stay with them during his term. 
VIi th ~he casual mention of a baby born to 
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neighbors, Eve reveals that, after six years of marriage, she 
fears she may never have the child she longs for. But her 
, words are wasted on Gail, who has most unromantically fallen 
• asleep. In her low-voiced appeal, we sense that, from this 
simple beginning, tense drama will develop, verging on the 
; tragic, but bringing Eve back, by devious paths, to her posi"tion 
at the opening of the play, as the devo"ted wife of a prominen~ 
citizen of Redmanton. 
c. As Husbands Go, by Hachel Grothers 
1'he opening scene is in the namre o±' a Prologue, 
showing the entanglements in which two American women have 
: managed to become involved during a gay visi "t "to Paris. 1'he 
scene tells much. The women and "their escorts are in a corner 
, of a private room in a smart oaf~, with the accessories of dance 
; music offstage, and champagne reposing in a cooler. It is 
~ four o~olock in the morning of a summer day~ and the -parliy is 
' in the nature of a farewell to Paris by the women, who are 
sailing home next day, or ra"ther, later that same day. 
Mrs. Lucile Lingard, very beau"tiful in a new Frenoh 
evening gown, is escorted by Ronald Derbyshire, a good-looking 
Englishman, who is obviously in love w~th her. 
Emmie Sykes, a very young widow of for"ty-five, is 
wlth Hippolitus Lomi, a distinguished foreigner, who has made 
, her feel very young in spite of her years. Emmie frankly likes . 
her Hippie and would marry him, if she were not afraid that her . 
daugh"ter back home would look on him as ','something 'the cat 
brought in. n 
I' 
When Emmie go'es --aff wi 1;.ti Hippie ·:ror' a~ia-s:C- ride and 
brerucfast, Ronald becomes serious and makes Lucile ~romise thR~ 
she will tell her husband as soon as she gets home that she 
'i' wishes a divorce, in order to marry Ronald. 
the short and amusing scene is a suitable opening for 
modern comedy. The characterization is noli :par,.icularly clear, .· 
, ~xce:pt :perhaps in ,.he case of ~mmie, who likes her role of 
charmer so well that she is hesitan"t; abou~ going back to her 
previous dreary existence as just mother of a daugh,.er of 
marriageable age. 
d. In lbraham r s .Bosom, by Paul Green 
This Biography of a Negro is a powerful 1;ragedy of 
the lif'e of Abraham McCranie, who killed his white half-brother, 
and was shot down for his crime, in his ov:n home. 
The first scene shows the condition of negroes in 
1885. Three workers in the turpentine woods are resting near a 
spring during their dinner hour. They have little to do vd1;h 
the plot, but help to furnish the atmosphere. Their conversaliion 
at first is merely for the :purpose of setting the scene and 
showing what primitive creatures they were, fully agreed ,.nat 
"nigger's :place down de bottom." Furtive mention is made by 
them of lynching as deserved punishment meted out to niggers 
who do not know enough to keep out of mischief. Their talk 
drifts to Abe, who is trying to educate himself to be a teacher, 
because he is half whiLe, the son of their employer, the Colonel. 
They disapprove entirely of Abe's ambition. During the course 
of their conversation, they mention Goldie, who has been 
showing her love for Abe by bringing his dinnerevery day, 
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• although Abe looks down on her because she is ignoran:t. 
With the entrance of the Colonel and his white 
son, we soon find tha~ the latter hates Abe with the deep hatred 
of a white man for lihe black who dares to claim the same father.: 
The gloomy, restless spirit created thus far in 1ihe •• 
eX])osi tion is entirely in keeping vri th the story l:ihat vrill 
:gradually increase in intensity to its abrupt and tragic close. 
e. Ihe Silver Cord, by Sidney Howard 
The interesting stage directions, perhaps in 
: imitation of Barrie's delightful rambling style, call for "A 
, living-room, built and decorated in the best manner of 1905, 
:and cluttered with the souvenirs of maternal love, European 
; travel, and an orthodox enthusiasm for the ar"ts." 
The pantomime beginning is effective. Hester is. 
' reading the rotogravure sections of the Sunday papers, when the 
· doorbell rings. As David en~ers, the open door reveals his wife, 
Christine, taking off her coat. ~he story then begins very 
' quickly and the characters are at once identified, by the clever 
device of requiring "them to manage their ov1n in~roductions, as 
strangers "to each oGher. 
"Hes1ier: -Hello! 
David: - Eh? - Oh, I beg your pardon! The maid said 
there wasn't anybody home. 
HesLer: -You're David, aren't you? (She advances 1iO 
meet him). I'm Hester. 
David: - You're not! (He goes quickly toward her and 
shakes hands as Christine enliers) Look, Chris! Here's 
Hester, who's going to marry my brother Rob." 
One of 1ihe chief charac1iers, Mrs.Phelps, David's 
mother and Hester's prospective mother-in-law, is allowed to 
speak for herself, withouli more than a brief reference to her 
jus~ before her en~rance; bu~ she needs no advance bulle~ins, 
as her firs~ speech stamps her wha~ the au~hor tells us sne is, 
in his s1>age directions. "No great amount of intellec~, a super-
: abundan-t vitality, perfect health, and a prat~ling spiri"t." Her 
very first words, as she envers hurriedly, reveal her in~ense 
love for David, as well as iden~ify her: 
nDave! Dave, boy! Where are you, Dave? Where 
are you? It's movher, Dave! Where are you, Dave? Come 
here ~his minu~e! Don'~ you hear me, Dave? It's Mother! 
- Oh, Dave!" 
With that cleverly-managed beginning, ~he so-called 
comedy starts on its theme of a possessive mo~her fighting "tO 
.keep her two sons exclusively to herself, with no room in her 
:life for daughters-in-law. 
f. Of Thee I Sing, by George s. Kaufmann and: 
Morrie Hyskind 
Since this musical play had ~he distinction of 
winning a Pulitzer prize, i~ has been included in ~he s~udy of 
exposition, even though, as George Jean Nathan admits in ~he 
. Foreword, it is "broad satire, smeared generously upon a 
! slapstick. n 
The first of i~s eleven scenes shows ~he Main 
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whose campaign managers are carefUlly chosen from the Irish 
and the Jews • 
The second scene shows two committeemen, Francis 
X. Gilhooley and Louis Lippman, at the headquarters, with the 
regular accessories of cigars, cards, and drinks. They are 
identified in part by the help of a telephone call, which 
Lippman answers. 
"So what? - Vfuo? Wha1i 1 S his name? - ThroL"tle what? -. 
Must have the wrong room. !his is ~..he National Commi"ttee. -
'I say this is the National Campaign Committee." 
As the two men discuss matters, we gather more 
necessary information. 
"Lippman: - We've got a great "ticket, haven't we? 
For President: John P. Wintergreen. He even sounds like a 
President. 
Gilhooley: - Tha1i's why we picked him. 
Lippman: - And for vice-presiden"t -- What 1 s 1ihe 
name of that fellovt we nominated for vice-president?" 
They can not remember that unfortunate's name, and 
they do not recognize him, Alexander Throttlebottom, when he 
· enters timidly. Neither does the presidential candidate know 
his co-partner when he arrives; he mistakes him for a waiter 
and aSks him for a dill pickle. 
The way is thus paved for the unhappy Throttle-
bottom's adventures all through the play, as a quite unnecessary 
piece of political equipment, un1iil a use is found for him a"t 
the very end. 
The chambermaid in this scene provides the idea 
. that love is the great American interest, and from her 
suggestion develops the contest to choose Miss Vfuite House as 
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the bride of John P. Win~ergreen. 
Needless ~o say, the a~mosphere is dis~inc~ly 
flippant and satirical ~hroughou~. 
g. The Show-Off, by George Kelly 
Heywood Broun has given ~his play "the rather 
extravagant praise of being 11 1:ihe best comedy which has ye-,; 
been written by an American." 
The opening scene shows the deser"ted living-room of 
the Fisher family of North Philadelphia, on an early evening 
in May. Clara Hyland, the married daughter, strolls in, and 
her mother comes from upstairs, with "the news "tha"t Joe is 
fussing over his radio in the basem~n~; Amy, ~he unmarried 
daughter, is upstairs, primping for company; and Father is out 
to buy an evening paper •. The two women seize the opportunity 
for a heart-to-heart gossip. .Mny is flighty and extravagant. 
She is encouraging her new suitor, a very "gabby" young man,who 
calls every Wednesday and Sunday evening, apparently with 
serious intentions. The family is much perturbed, because the 
. young man is far from popular wi~h them. In fact, Father has 
gone out purposely to avoid him. Before the entrance of the 
objectionable young man, we have learned a good deal about him:· 
he earns $150 a month, working as a freight clerk for the 
Pennsylvania Railroad; he talks so much that ~he family call 
him "Windy"; and he wears a whi ~e carna~ion as though he 
considered himself quite a society man. Before Aubrey Piper, 
alias "Windy, 11 actually breezes in, we hear his voice booming 
in the hall, watch the family sneak away, and are impressed by 
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his self-confident laugh. 
Aubrey's characterization is excellent, as is tha~ 
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. of .AJ.ny, who, from beginning to end, is supremely satisfied with · 
the talka~ive young man who has honored her with his favor. 
:I h. Mourning Becomes Electra, by l!.'ugene O'Neill 
The action of the play ~akes place outside ~he 
Mannon residence, on the outskirts of a small New England 
, seaport town. !he house is a large building of ~he Greek temple 
type popular in the first half of the nineteenth century. ~he 
. time is the spring or summer at the close of the Civil War. 
Since the pl~ is an experim~nt in adapting ~he 
Greek trilogy of Agamemnon's family in a modern setting, the 
frist scene portrays the homecoming of General Mannon to a 
wife who has acquired a lover in his al,sence. Instead of the 
background of a Greek temple, we have the sombre exterior of a 
house built like a Greek temple, but casting a gloomy, direful 
atmosphere as its important contribuuion uo the setting. 
:t:he four townspeople who first enter are meant by 
the author as a "chorus representing the town come to look and 
list en and spu on the rich and exclusive :Mannons. " Like a real ·. 
Greek chorus, they tell the expository facts, wiuh Minnie asking 
the questions, and Seth, 1ihe gardener, ansvrering in deuail - a 
modern Greek leader of the chorus, but using Yankee dialect. 
Seth tells uhat the Mannons are rich, that Ezra is a general, of 
e whom the town is very proud, even ,.hough he is "cold-blooded and 
uppish," and that the family have "been top dog around here for 
near on tvro hundred years and don't le1i folks fergi t 1 t." But, 
he adds, the tovrnspeople hate Ezra's wife from New York,because 
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she's "furrin lookin' and queer," even "though she is hand~ome. 
The Mannons have "their family secrets, too, as "tha"t of David 
Mannon who married "that French Cannuck nurse girl he'd go"t in"to 
ta' . trouble." Lavinia, we learn, the Mannon daughter, is q_ueer-
looking, like her mother, without being so handsome. 
With the entrance of two quite normal people,Peter 
and Hazel Vines, we find "that Peter loves Lavinia, while Hazel 
, loves the Mannon son, Orin, who is also a soldier. 
After they depart, and follovTing a brief scene that 
makes evident the hatred existing between Lavinia and her mo~her, 
Seth again acts as leader of the Greek chorus, this time "to tell 
Lavinia tha"t Captain Brant is none other than the son of the 
ncannuck nurse girl." In the s"tormy intervievr between Brant ana. 
' Lavinia, we learn that Brant is the lover of Lavinia's mother 
and that Lavinia intends to use that information for her ovm 
fell purposes. 
The whole of Act 1 is expository, since 'the trilogy 
is very long. As in the case of the G~eek pl~, much past 
action has to be set forth. They story is ready to begin with :' 
the return of Ezra Mannon to a guilty wife and a daughter who 
is devoted to him, but who hates her mother. Ezra Mannon does 
not enter until th~ third act, bu't we learn before that tha't 
his wife hates him and has carefully plotted his murder to 
marry her lover, Captain Brant. 
i. The Emperor Jone~, by Eugene O'Neill 
The setting for the first of the eight scenes in 
this play is important: an "audience chamber in the -palace of 
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the Emperor - a spacious, high-ceilinged- room with bare ,vihite--
: washed walls. n The one huge chair in the center is painted e. 
dazzling scarle~. It is late afternoon, and the ~mperor is 
ta' asleep offs~age. Smithers, his cockney overseer, has appre-
hended a native negress trying ~o sneak ou~, and learned,before 
she dashes to the forest, ~hat all the na~i ves have run away ·t:;o 
the hills. A rebellion is afoo~. His whistle awakens the 
Emperor, who strides in angrily. So far ~he exposi~ion is of 
si~ation, with a striking opening scene. 
No exposition is necessary to in~roduce ~he Emperor, 
who is imperious and distinctive, dressed brilliently, but able, 
to carry off his red and blue and gold without a~nearing ridicu-
lous. The relations between the "GWO men are ins~e.n"Gly obvious: 
Smithers, the white man, is the underling of "Ghe tall, -power-
fully-built, full-blooded negro. Smi~hers cherishes a grunge 
against his master as a usurper, but, nevertheless, secretly 
admires him for his ability. 
Their talk about the rebellion brings in mention of 
the silver bullet that will be necessary to kill Jones, who has • 
said that he was impervious to ordinary bullets. He shows that 
he is something of a philosopher, as he "knows dis emperor's 
time is sho 't. Dat why I make hay when de sun shine." 
Smithers is rather pleased to drag into the conver-
sation the fact that Jones dare not return to the States,where 
rumor has it he was in jail for killing a white man. Jones 
boastfully admits this, but threatens to kill Smithers if he 
ever tells. 
To conclude the discussion, Jones announces tha~ he 
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can bring back the revol "ting iliggers by- ringing his big dinner " 
bell. But they do not answer his summons. 
His time has come to depar"t, to abdica~e, and he 
ta' goes off to "the forest to escape. He is nonchalan"t, a bi~ 
apprehensive, but rather confident "tha"t his memoership in "the 
Baptist Church will help him ou"t of his predicament. 
The exposi"tion show·s us wha"t kind of man Jones was, 
as a resuJ."t of his past of crime and his presen"t of power. 
~he res"t of "the play deals wi"th his fu"tile efforts "to escape. 
----------------
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IV. A S]uqy of Methods of Ex~oaition as Used in ~he 
One-Act Play 
In many ways, the problem of presen~ing exposition in 
a one-act play differs from that of handling similar material in 
a longer play. Since the shorter fo~ of the drama deals with 
only one episode, the amount of exposition necessary should be 
smaller. A few pages are usually enough for this ~ur~ose. That, 
·means that many of the expository devices of the longer ~lay 
can not well be used: the lengthy conversations between friend 
and confidant, the discussions o±' servants, the reading of a 
long letter or newspaper article. Brevi~y of exposi~ion is 
most desirable. If many facts must be given, they must not be 
presented all at once at the beginning, but. carefully added as 
the action progresses. Perhaps most impor~ant of all is ~he 
fact that, because a one-act play wishes to achieve a sense of 
, unity, the exposition must be an integral part of the S"tory and : 
·there must not seem to be a dividing line between the intro• 
auction and the beginning of the action. 
On the other hand, it is seldom -possible to do 
without exposition in a one-act· play, as is sometimes the ca~e 
in the three-act form, when the action can begin and end on the 
stage, without preliminary explanations. 
In both kinds of play, the problems of exposi~ion 
are the same in regard "to identifying characters, time, and 
place; indicating the mood; and arousing immedia"te in"terest in 
the ac~ion. Characterization is a simpler matter in the one-act 
play, since the limitations of time require concentration on 
l 
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one point of weakness or strength, whereas in a longer play 
mgny different phases of one personality may be shown, or ~h~ 
character may undergo a complete change. 
The following is a brief survey of expositional 
methods used in a variety of one-act plays. 
1. The Twelve-Pound Look, by Sir James M. Barrie 
The :play opens with clever pgntomime, showing a man 
going through the ceremony of being made a knigh~, while a 
woman, richly dressed but evidently nervous, watches his 
performgnce and dubs him knigb.li. In the course of only a few 
speeches, we find, as we sus:peclled, thali "the man is to be made 
Sir Harry presently, that he is very well satisfied with him-
self, but that his wife is afraid to call her soul her o\vn. 
No exposition is given at the start as to Kate, Sir Harry's 
first wife, who ran away to become a typist. i'hat is managed 
very cleverly during the course of the action, after Kate's 
arrival from the employment bureau. The author is content ali 
the start to arouse interest and to present a clash of 
character, in an atmosphere of domestic unhappiness. 
2. The Mar~iage ~roposal, by Anton Chekhov 
The comedy note is struck with the entrance of Ivan 
in dress suit gnd white gloves, although it is day-time. Stepan, 
greeting him heanily, calls out his name, "Ivan Vassiliyilich," 
and calls him neighbor. Ivan, also. addressing his friend by 
name as "Stepan Ste:panovi tch," is very much e:x:ci ted, bu1i manages 
to stammer that the object of his visit in gala attire is 1iO 
propose to Stepan's daughter, Natalia. With the entrance of 
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the girl, we find that she has. one weakness in common wi~h her 
guitor, namely a desire to indulge in vociferous argumen~ on 
the slightest provoca~ion. 
3. A Night at an Inn, by Lord Dunsany 
The scene is laid in a room in a lonely inn. The 
Toff, the chief character, is reading a newspaper in aris~o­
cratic aloofness, while three sailors grumble over ~neir lo~ in 
being forced ~o stay in sucn a deser~ed place. ~heir chief 
grievance is the fact that ~he ~off will not le~ ~hem sell the 
ruby wnich they Sliole in India, and for which three black 
priests have been pursuing them. At firs~, no one is 
definitely iden~ified but ~he foff, bu~ gradually Albert is 
named and characterized as a conceited Cockney. 
The atmospher~ is one of foreboding and mystery. 
4. The Eldest, by Edna Ferber 
The play opens with pantomime. Rose, ~he eldest, 
who sacrificed love and happiness many years ago to become the , 
household drudge, is shown hastily finishing her housecleaning. 
She is annoyed to be interrupted by a doorbell ringing. The 
neighbo~, who comes to borrow a cup of milk, pauses for a cha~. 
She inquires about Ma, who is an invalid, and about Floss,th~ 
younger sister, who looks now as pret~y as .Hose used to look 
fifteen years ago. Ma's querulous voice calls for a hot-
water bag. 
The exposition is given here in rather obvious 
fashion by means of ~he conversation with the neighbor, who has 
no important part in the play. ~he action might have begun 
more directly with Ma's complaints, and with her possible 
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·queries as to whether the other members of the family were home 
. yet. 
,; • Hyacin·ch Halyey, by Lady Gregory 
The opening scene shows that the action takes nlace 
'in a small town. The postmistress is at the door of the post-
office. The butcher is sitting at his door. A lad is ~laying on 
a mouth organ. The dead sheep hanging beside the butcher's door 
·arouses curiosity. Is it there just for local color, or has it 
a connection with the plot? When a whistle is heard offstage, 
the postmistress announces definitely, ":there is -che :four o'clock 
train, Mr.Quirke." Mr.Quirke addresses her, in turn, as "Mrs. 
Delane. 11 The first speech indicates his business and gives us a 
,hint of' his sharp business practices. the woman's second speech 
tells us de:finitely that she is the kind of postmistress who 
:reels cheated if she can't read the postal cards. ~hey then 
proceed to discuss the arrival on this train of Hyacinth Halvey, 
. the young man of such an unusually fine cha.r:acter. 
The exposition is very natural, and is here an 
• integral part of' the play, since the cha~"acters concerned are 
principal ones of the comedy. 
6. the Yaliani, by Holworthy Hall and R.Middlemass 
The play begins at once on a note of tense tragedy, 
with no awkward pauses for explenations. '.there is no need to 
explain that the room with its barred YTindows is in a jail;-cha1i 
the man at the desk is the warden, and the white-haired man at 
'·t.he window is the chaplain. 
11 The Warden: - Has it started to rain? 
Father Daly: - Yes, it has. 
The Warden: - It would rain tonight. 
Father Daly: -(glances a.t a. big silver watch) It's 
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past eleven o'clock ••• We haven't much longer to wait. 
The Warden: - No,thank God! ••• Was he quiet when you 
left him? 
Father Daly: - Yes,yes, he vras perfectly calm and 
I believe he'll stay so to the very end." 
That is enough to tell us that two men are very 
.. much upset over an approaching execution. 
7. Counsel Retained, by Constance D'Arcy Mackay 
The scene opens on a room that indicates extreme 
·· poverty, the apartment of Edmund Burke before he attained fame • 
. ·Into the dark room comes a woman to hide in the shadov1s, while 
from outside come cries of "Peg! l.Us"tress Wo:ffington!" 
That skilful beginning arouses curiosity as to 
· why a charming young woman has run away from an admiring crowd 
:. to seek refuge in a poor man's room. Some slight exposition 
'follows in a short conversation between Peg and the nobleman 
; who has followed her into "the refuge. 
8. Tbursday AVening, by Christopher Morley 
The play begins very close to the crucial point. 
·Laura, a young wife, en"tering her kitchen, faces "the problem 
of washing the dishes, after a most s"trenuous day of "taking care 
of the baby and entertaining her mo"ther and her mo"ther-in-law, 
· all on the maid's day off, thursday. Gordon, her husband, 
recognizes that his wife's disposition is not. at i "tS bes"t. 
The "tWO older people do not help to clear the a"tmosph~re by 
• puttering around the kitchen. ~rouble is due to begin, and i"t 
e, .• does begin with a bang and almost immedia"tely. 
9. Riders to the Sea, by John Millington Synge 
The play is woven in one pattern of tragedy from 
the first word to the last. The first part of "the dialogue 
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contains a few expositional facts, but "they are introduced in a 
way that adds to "the emotional intensity of the scene. 1wo 
sisters, in the kitchen of a poor co"ttage of fisherfolk, discuss 
e ··in hushed tones their mo"ther, who fears -cha-c Michael has been 
drowned, and who is grieving at "the threatened departure of her 
las"t son. 
10. lhe Noble Lord, by Percival Wilde 
Pantomime, with occasional accessories of cries and 
splashes, provides a very effective beginning for this spright;ly 
comedy. A peaceful out-door scene is suddenly disturbed by 
cries for help. An English voice responds; English legs are 
heard crashing through underbrush and splashing into a lake. 
Presently the ovmer of -che voice, a personable young man,enters,' 
carrying a moist and apparen"tlY unconscious young woman, also 
personable. In the midst of his Sfforts to revive her by "the 
·English method of resuscitation, she slips one arm around his 
neck, as she murmurs, 11 Kiss me, Mo"ther." "Mo-cher 11 does as 
'.requested •. 
In this case, to maintain suspense, no exposition 
• is desirable. To know "too soon "that; "the young lady 
· delibera"tely sought that watery me"thod of in"troduction -co his 
lordship would spoil vhe fun. 
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V. Conclusions Based upon this Study of· ExJ?osition 
The type of exposition used naturally varies with 
the kind of play. With a comedy, the best beginning is amusing, 
~ but leisurely, shovnng the characters clearly in their ordinary< 
relationships, but confronted by an exciting uroblem. A tragedy, 
on the other hand, is most effective when it plunges directly 
into the action, as near ~he crisis as possible. Sometimes, 
however, for effect, a quiet firs,; scene is used to provide 
contras,; with ,;he sadness or horror to come. 
Examples of comedy openings are shown in :rhe E'irs-~e 
Mrs.Fraser, What Eyery Woman. Knows, +he Gircle, and ~he Show-
..Q.f!. In these four :plays, lihe im:por'"tan"t members of a family are: 
first introduced in their own homes. In :rhe Firs11 Mrs.Fraser, 
fa"ther and son are indulging in "twentie,;h~century exchange of 
advice on divorce and a paren,;'s behavior, with ,;he divorced 
father hin"ting tha,; he'd like the aid of his firs,; wife in 
getting rid of his second. In What Evt:::ry Woman Knows, the men 
members of "the Wylie family are discussing the -problem of Whfl.t 
to do to get a husband for Maggie, who has no charm. 'l'he GirclP' 
has the original situation of husband and wife faced with ~he 
embarrassing :predicament of enter,;aining his father, his mo"ther 
who elo:ped, and ~he la,;ter' s lover. '.l:he Show-Off has the mos-~ 
ordinary ini"tial situa,;ion of mother and daugh,;er discussing 
ano~her daughter's talka,;ive and unpopular young man friend. 
-~ In these cases, ,;he leading charac"ter is not on the stage when 
the curtain goes u:p, but appears shortly af"ter "the necessary 
exposition has been given. Interest is creaved at once in an 
amusing situation or a :problem tha"t :promises dramatic acvion. 
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Tragedies wnich plunge abruptly into ~he heart of 
the action are Justice and ;rhe :B,'mperor Jones. In the formertth6 
chief character ls involved immedia~ely in a forgery and a sad 
tt love affair. Jones, ~he leading character in O'Neill's play,is 
faced with a serious rebellion and ·the loss of his position as 
emperor. 
The contrasting method of exposition is used in 
; tragedy or serious drama., as in. Mid-Channel, or Hedda GablPr, 01· 
He WhO Gets Slanned. In none of these does the chief actor 
appear at once. In ~he first play, two minor characters di~­
cuss the wealth and charm of their hostess. In Ibsen's tragedy,· 
a servant and an aunt talk over the apparently cheerful topic 
of the return from a wedding trip of Hedda and her husband. ~he 
Russi an tragedy begins on a 'Cami c no t.e, with ~wo clowns 
practising their tricks for the circus. 
From an entirely differen~ aspect, exposition may 
be considered from the poin~ of view of the author's desire to 
place emphasis on atmosphere, character, or plo~. 
In the Cradle Song, Sierra. is presenting ~he 
subdued atmosphere of a. convent. For that -pur-pose, he uses e. 
large group on the stage and needs comparatively lit..tle 
exposition. Gorky, in The Lower DenJjhS, likewise dealing ~·!i"th 
many characters and requiring bu~ few exposiuory facts, con-
cen~rates on pain~ing a picture of despair, poverty,a.nn s~rife. 
nncle yanya, Liliom, and Cyrano de Bergerac are 
excellent types of character-emphasis plays. In all three,~he 
leading character is described skilfully by m~ans of his own 
actions, his words, and the reactions of ot..hers. Perhaps this 
is best illustratedHin Liliom. His'=flTrt-atious tendencie~f are 
the basis for the opening quarrel. His insulting words end 
swaggering entrance characterize him further. In particular, 
the effect of his actions on the other three characters in the ;I 
opening scene helps ~o build up ~he picture of a flashy 
roisterer. In none of these plays is the chief character on 
the stage at the very beginning. In none of these plays is the 
chief character on the stage at the start. Tartuffe and Magda 
are examples of character plays in which -~he principal -person 
does not appear until after the first act. 
Plays in which the plot is of primary imuortance are 
B.U.R. and Design for Living. This t~e of ~lay requires clea~. 
and careful exposition, presented by degrees, not all at once. 
In the amount of exposition required, the plays ~how 
the widest variations. A fi ve-ac-.; play like King Lear,:_ for 
instance, may require hardly any exposition, but begin at once 
with the initial impulse furnished by the King's announcement 
of his proposed division of his kingdom. Ibsen's Ghosy~, on 
the other hand, is almost entirely expository, with -.;he 
complication brought to the critical point, but not solved, ai 
the end of the play. The happy medium, of course, is the 
avoidance of a great deal of formal exposition, and the 
presentation of necessary facts in a most natural manner, 
preferably by dialogue or action that involves fairly imuorte.nt 
~· characters. 
Finally, -.;he desirability of pantomime should be 
mentioned as a most satisfactory method of opening a play, lf 
it can furnish expository information and arouse interest at the 
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same time. -'Barrie--is the -·ma.s'ter ·_of "this· technique; in ·spi'te 
of his modest assertion 1ihat he never could master 1ihe 
difficult principles of :playwri-cing. In his three plays 
mentioned in "this S"tUdy, he has opened with effective pantomime~ 
The most clever example is 'J:b.e 'l'wely~-PQund LQQk. The 
prospective Sir Harry's actions, as he goes pompously 1ihrough 
the glide, dip, end kiss of "the knigh"thood ceremony, before 
his nervous wife, unhappy in her hRndsome presentation gown, 
make evident to "the audience "that he is about to be honored, 
and arouses curiosity as 10 the reason for a. woman's being 
dissatisfied with life under such apparently prosperous 
conditions. 
----------
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SU111MARY 
Exposition in Playwriting 
A Study of Past and Present Methods 
The purpose of this thesis is the presentation of an 
historical, technical, and practical study of the subject, 
Exposition in Playwriting. Exposition is considered as the 
setting forth by the dramatist, to ~he audience, of ~he fac~s 
necessary to a complete unders~anding of the play. 
The historical phases of the problem are discussed 
in a brief summary, which aims to show the gradual improve-
ment in dramatic technique, as well as the various national 
and period influences that have affected drama from ~he Greek 
Classical Age down to the present day. 
In the discussion of the technique of exnosition, 
references are made to standard authorities, such as George 
Pierce Baker and William Archer. From this discussion,seven 
points are determined to be used as a basis in criticising a 
dramatist's handling of exposition. 
In studying methods of exposition as actually used 
in plays, a comprehensive survey was made, covering the range 
of dramatic history from the Greek Classical Drama of the Fif~h 
Century B.C., to con~emporary drama. This survey takes the 
form of critical comments on exposition as used in the best-
known works of prominent dramatists in each age. For conven-
ient reference, the following arrangement of dramatic history 
is used: Greek Classical Drama; Elizabethan Drama {not 
including Shakespeare); Shakes~eare; Revival of Drama in 
_. ... 
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Sp ain---;--Re-vivBJ.-of- Drama--in-Fr-ance-;- Restoration Drama; 
Eighteenth Century Drama; Romantic Revival; and Modern Drama. 
Each group is prefaced by introductory comments on the de-
velopment of drama in that era. Under Modern Drama, nine 
subdivisions are grouped, with represen~ative playvrrights 
of different nationalities listed. Especial emphasis is 
given to modern English and American dramatists. In all, 
seventy-two longer plays are included in this part of the 
thesis. 
In addition to the study of full-length plays, 
comments on the handling of exposition in one-act plays 
are included, with detailed reference to ten of these 
shorter forms of the drama. 
The conclusions based on the survey of exposition 
in drama discuss the type of exposit..ion appropriate for 
comedy and tragedy, as well as the type to be used for 
emphasis on atmosphere, character, or plot. 
I 
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